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ix

In the third edition of Genetics: Analysis & Principles, the 
content has been updated to reflect current trends in the field. In 
addition, the presentation of the content has been improved in 
a way that fosters active learning. As an author, researcher, and 
teacher, I want a textbook that gets students actively involved 
in learning genetics. To achieve this goal, I have worked with a 
talented team of editors, illustrators, and media specialists who 
have helped me to make the third edition of Genetics: Analysis & 
Principles a fun learning tool. The features that we feel are most 
appealing to students, and which have been added to or improved 
upon in the third edition, are the following.

 •  Interactive exercises  Education specialists have crafted 
interactive exercises in which the students can make their 
own choices in problem-solving activities, and predict 
what the outcomes will be. These exercises often focus 
on inheritance patterns and human genetic diseases. (For 
example, see Chapters 4 and 22.) 

 •  Animations Our media specialists have created over 
50 animations for a variety of genetic processes. These 
animations were made specifically for this textbook, and use 
the art from the textbook. The animations literally make 
many of the figures in the textbook “come to life.”

 •   Experiments  As in the previous editions, each chapter 
(beginning with Chapter 2) incorporates one or two experi-
ments that are presented according to the scientific method. 
These experiments are not “boxed off” from the rest of 
the chapter. Rather, they are integrated within the chapters 
and flow with the rest of the text. As you are reading the 
experiments, you will simultaneously explore the scientific 
method and the genetic principles that have been discovered 
using this approach. For students, I hope this textbook will 
help you to see the fundamental connection between scien-
tific analysis and principles. For both students and instruc-

tors, I expect that this strategy will make genetics much 
more fun to explore.

 •  Art  The art has been further refined for clarity and com-
pleteness. This makes it easier and more fun for students to 
study the illustrations without having to go back and forth 
between the art and the text. 

 •  Engaging text  A strong effort has been made in the third 
edition to pepper the text with questions. Sometimes these 
are questions that scientists considered when they were con-
ducting their research. Sometimes they are questions that 
the students might ask themselves when they are learning 
about genetics. 

 Overall, an effective textbook needs to accomplish three 
goals. First, it needs to provide comprehensive, accurate, and up-
to-date content in its field.  Second, it needs to provide students 
with an exposure to the techniques and skills that are needed for 
them to become successful in that field. And finally, it should 
inspire students so they want to pursue that field as a career.  The 
hard work that has gone into the third edition of Genetics: Analysis 
& Principles has been aimed at achieving all three of these goals. 

HOW WE EVALUATED YOUR NEEDS

ORGANIZATION
In surveying many genetics instructors, it became apparent that 
most people fall into two camps: Mendel first versus Molecular 
first. I have taught genetics both ways. As a teaching tool, this 
textbook has been written with these different teaching strategies 
in mind. The organization and content lend themselves to vari-
ous teaching formats.
 Chapters 2 through 8 are largely inheritance chapters, while 
Chapters 24 through 26 examine population and quantitative 
genetics. The bulk of the molecular genetics is found in Chapters 9 
through 23, although I have tried to weave a fair amount of molec-
ular genetics into Chapters 2 through 8 as well. The information in 

P R E F A C E
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Chapters 9 through 23 does not assume that a student has already 
covered Chapters 2 through 8. Actually, each chapter is written 
with the perspective that instructors may want to vary the order 
of their chapters to fit their students’ needs.
 For those who like to discuss inheritance patterns first, a 
common strategy would be to cover Chapters 1 through 8 first, 
and then possibly 24 through 26. (However, many instructors like 
to cover quantitative and population genetics at the end. Either 
way works fine.) The more molecular and technical aspects of 
genetics would then be covered in Chapters 9 through 23. Alter-
natively, if you like the “Molecular first” approach, you would 
probably cover Chapter 1, then skip to Chapters 9 through 23, 
then return to Chapters 2 through 8, and then cover Chapters 24 
through 26 at the end of the course. This textbook was written in 
such a way that either strategy works just fine.

ACCURACY
Both the publisher and I acknowledge the fact that inaccuracies 
can be a source of frustration for both the instructor and stu-
dents. Therefore, throughout the writing and production of this 
textbook we have worked very hard to catch and correct errors 
during each phase of development and production. 
 Each chapter has been reviewed by a minimum of ten 
people. At least eight of these people were faculty members who 
teach the course and/or conduct research in genetics.  In addi-
tion, two development editors have gone through the material, at 
least twice, to check for accuracy in art, and consistency between 
the text and art. We also had a team of students work through all 
the problem sets and one development editor also checked them. 
The author personally checked every question and answer when 
the chapters were completed. 

PEDAGOGY
Based on our discussions with instructors from many institutions, 
some common goals have emerged. Instructors want a broad 
textbook that clearly explains concepts in a way that is interest-
ing, accurate, concise, and up-to-date. Likewise, most instructors 
want students to understand the experimentation that revealed 
these genetic concepts. In this textbook, concepts and experi-
mentation are woven together to provide a story that enables 
students to learn the important genetic concepts that they will 
need in their future careers, and also to be able to explain the 
types of experiments that allowed researchers to derive such con-
cepts. The end-of-chapter problem sets are categorized according 
to their main focus, either conceptual or experimental, although 
some problems contain a little of both. The problems are meant 
to strengthen students’ abilities in a wide variety of ways.

 • By bolstering their understanding of genetic principles.
 •  By enabling students to apply genetic concepts to new 

situations.
 • By analyzing scientific data.
 • By organizing their thoughts regarding a genetic topic.
 • By improving their writing skills.

 Finally, since genetics is such a broad discipline ranging 
from the molecular to the populational levels, many instructors 
have told us that it is a challenge for students to see both “the 
forest and the trees.” It is commonly mentioned that students 
often have trouble connecting the concepts they have learned 
in molecular genetics with the traits that occur at the level of a 
whole organism (i.e., What does transcription have to do with 
blue eyes?). To try to make this connection more meaningful, 
certain figure legends in each chapter, designated Genesg Traits,
remind students that molecular and cellular phenomena ulti-
mately lead to the traits that are observed in each species (for 
example, see Figure 4.20).

White variety #1
(CCpp )

F1 generation

F2 generation

All purple
(CcPp )

Self-fertilization

Complementation: Each
recessive allele (c and p)
is complemented by a
wild-type allele (C and P).
This phenomenon indicates
that the recessive alleles
are in different genes.

Epistasis: Homozygosity
for the recessive allele
of either gene results in
a white phenotype, thereby 
masking the purple
(wild-type) phenotype.
Both gene products
encoded by the wild-type
alleles (C and P) are
needed for a purple
phenotype.

x

White variety #2
(ccPP )

CP

CP

Cp

Cp

cP

cP

cp

cp

CCPP CCPp CcPP CcPp

CCPp CCpp CcPp Ccpp

CcPP CcPp ccPP ccPp

CcPp Ccpp ccPp ccpp

Purple Purple Purple Purple

Purple White Purple White

Purple Purple White White

Purple White White White

FIGURE 4.20  A cross between two different 
white varieties of the sweet pea.
Genes g Traits The color of the sweet pea flower is controlled 

by two genes, which are epistatic to each other and show complementation. Each 
gene is necessary for the production of an enzyme required for pigment synthesis. 
The recessive allele of either gene encodes a defective enzyme. If an individual is 
homozygous recessive for either of the two genes, the purple pigment cannot be 
synthesized. This results in a white phenotype.
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ILLUSTRATIONS
In surveying students whom I teach, I often hear it said that 
most of their learning comes from studying the figures. Like-
wise, instructors frequently use the illustrations from a textbook 
as a central teaching tool. For these reasons, the greatest amount 
of effort in improving the third edition has gone into the illus-
trations. The illustrations have been refined with four goals in 
mind:

 1.  Completeness For most figures, it should be possible to 
understand an experiment or genetic concept by looking at 
the illustration alone. Students have complained that it is 
difficult to understand the content of an illustration if they 
have to keep switching back and forth between the figure 
and text. In cases where an illustration shows the steps in a 
scientific process, the steps are described in brief statements 
that allow the students to understand the whole process 
(for example, see Figure 12.10). Likewise, such illustrations 
should make it easier for instructors to explain these 
processes in the classroom.

 2.  Clarity The figures have been extensively reviewed by 
students and instructors. This has helped us to avoid 
drawing things that may be confusing or unclear. I hope 
that no one looks at an element in any figure and wonders, 
“What is that thing?” Aside from being unmistakably drawn, 
all new elements within each figure are clearly labeled.

 3.  Consistency Before we began to draw the figures for the 
second edition, we generated a style sheet that contained 
recurring elements that are found in many places in the 
textbook. Examples include the DNA double helix, DNA 
polymerase, and fruit flies. We agreed upon the best way(s) 
to draw these elements and also what colors they should be. 
Therefore, as students and instructors progress through this 
textbook, they become accustomed to the way things should 
look.

 4.  Realism An important goal of this and previous editions 
is to make each figure as realistic as possible. When drawing 
macroscopic elements (for example, fruit flies, pea plants), 
the illustrations are based on real images, not on cartoonlike 
simplifications. Our most challenging goal, and one that we 
feel has been achieved most successfully, is the realism of 
our molecular drawings. Whenever possible, we have tried to 
depict molecular elements according to their actual structures, 
if such structures are known. For example, the ways we have 
drawn RNA polymerase, DNA polymerase, DNA helicase, 
and ribosomes are based on their crystal structures. When a 
student sees a figure in this textbook that illustrates an event 
in transcription, RNA polymerase is depicted in a way that is 
as realistic as possible (for example, see Figure 12.10).

WRITING STYLE
Motivation in learning often stems from enjoyment. If someone 
enjoys what they’re reading, they are more likely to spend longer 
amounts of time with it and focus their attention more crisply. 

The writing style of this book is meant to be interesting, down 
to earth, and easy to follow. Each section of every chapter begins 
with an overview of the contents of that section, usually with a 
table or figure that summarizes the broad points. The section 
then examines how those broad points were discovered experi-
mentally, as well as explaining many of the finer scientific details. 
Important terms are introduced in a boldface font. These terms 
are also found in the glossary.
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 There are various ways to make a genetics book interest-
ing and inspiring. The subject matter itself is pretty amazing, so 
it’s not difficult to build on that. In addition to describing the 
concepts and experiments in ways that motivate students, it is 
important to draw upon examples that bring the concepts to life. 
In a genetics book, many of these examples come from the medi-
cal realm. This textbook contains lots of examples of human dis-
eases that exemplify some of the underlying principles of genetics. 
Students often say that they remember certain genetic concepts 
because they remember how defects in certain genes can cause 
disease. For example, defects in DNA repair genes cause a higher 
predisposition to develop cancer. In addition, I have tried to be 
evenhanded in providing examples from the microbial and plant 
world. Finally, students are often interested in applications of 
genetics that impact their everyday lives. Because we hear about 
genetics in the news on a daily basis, it’s inspiring for students to 
learn the underlying basis for such technologies. Chapters 18 to 
21 are devoted to genetic technologies, and applications of these 
and other technologies are found throughout this textbook. By 
the end of their genetics course, students should come away with 
a greater appreciation for the impact of genetics in their lives.

EXAMPLES OF SIGNIFICANT 
CONTENT CHANGES IN THE 
THIRD EDITION
 •  Interactive Exercises Many interactive exercises are 

available for students to understand inheritance patterns 
and human genetic diseases. These are indicated with an 
icon next to the relevant figures. They are largely found in 
Chapters 2, 4, 5, 7, and 22.

 •  Animations Nearly every chapter has one or more custom 
animations to help students understand genetic processes. 
These are also indicated by an icon next to the relevant 
figure.

 •  Chapter 3 (Reproduction and Chromosome Transmission) 
The illustrations and micrographs of mitosis and meiosis 
have been improved. 

 •  Chapter 4 (Extensions of Mendelian Inheritance) 
The topic of suppressor mutations has been expanded.

 •  Chapter 8 (Variation in Chromosome Structure and 
Number) The technique of comparative genomic 
hybridization has been added, and included as a Feature 
Experiment.

 •  Chapter 10 (Chromosome Organization and Molecular 
Structure) An illustration and expanded discussion has 
been added for SMC proteins, which are involved with 
chromosome condensation and sister chromatid cohesion. 
Also, the histone code hypothesis is discussed and
illustrated.

 •  Chapter 11 (DNA Replication) Illustrations in this 
chapter now depict the step-by-step formation of Okazaki 
fragments (for example, see Figure 11.10).

 •  Chapter 13 (Translation of mRNA) This chapter has 
undergone some reorganization to bring the basic concepts 
of translation to the first section.   

 •  Chapter 15 (Gene Regulation in Eukaryotes) The topic 
of RNA interference has been expanded, including a Feature 
Experiment of the work of Fire and Mellow.

 •  Chapter 16 (Gene Mutation and DNA Repair) To 
complement some new material in Chapter 4, several 
examples of suppressor mutations are described. In 
addition, homologous recombination repair and 
nonhomologous end joining repair are illustrated and 
discussed within the context of repairing double-stranded 
DNA breaks.

 •  Chapter 19 (Biotechnology) Some new topics in 
biotechnology have been added including GloFish® 
and Bt corn.

 •  Chapter 20 (Genomics I: Analysis of DNA) The approach 
of shotgun DNA sequencing is greatly expanded along with 
complementary illustrations. 

 •  Chapter 21 (Genomics II: Functional Genomics, 
Proteomics, and Bioinformatics) The method of 
chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) has been added.

 •  Chapter 22 (Medical Genetics and Cancer) Several new 
topics have been added including the use of molecular 
markers in the mapping of human genetic diseases, and the 
molecular profiling of cancer cells using DNA microarrays. 

 •  Chapter 24 (Population Genetics) This chapter contains 
an expanded discussion of natural selection with graphical 
representations of the various types. An entire new section 
on Sources of Genetic Variation has been added so students 
can appreciate how/why genetic variation is so prevalent. 

 •  Chapter 26 (Evolutionary Genetics) The cladistic 
approach has been greatly expanded. In addition, an entire 
section on Evolutionary Developmental Biology (Evo-Devo) 
has been added. 

SUGGESTIONS WELCOME!
It seems very appropriate to use the word evolution to describe 
the continued development of this textbook. I welcome any and 
all comments. The refinement of any science textbook requires 
input from instructors and their students. These include com-
ments regarding writing, illustrations, supplements, factual con-
tent, and topics that may need greater or less emphasis. You are 
invited to contact me at:

 Dr. Rob Brooker
 Dept. of Genetics, Cell Biology, and Development
 University of Minnesota
 6-160 Jackson Hall
 321 Church St.
 Minneapolis, MN 55455
 brook005@umn.edu

xii P R E F A C E 
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TEACHING AND LEARNING 
SUPPLEMENTS 
McGraw-Hill offers various tools and technology products to 
support the third edition of Genetics: Analysis & Principles. 

FOR THE INSTRUCTOR:
Online Learning Center (www.mhhe.com/brookergenetics3e)
The text specific website offers an extensive array of learning 
and teaching tools.  In addition to student resources, the site also 
includes an instructor’s manual, test bank, and lecture outlines.

Presentation Center
Complete set of electronic book images and assets for instructors
Build instructional materials wherever, whenever, and however 
you want! Accessed from your textbook’s Online Learning 
Center, Presentation Center is an online digital library containing 
photos, artwork, animations, and other media types that can be 
used to create customized lectures, visually enhanced tests and 
quizzes, compelling course websites, or attractive printed support 
materials. All assets are copyrighted by McGraw-Hill Higher 
Education, but can be used by instructors for classroom purposes. 
The visual resources in this collection include:

 •  Art Full-color digital files of all illustrations in the book 
can be readily incorporated into lecture presentations, 
exams, or custom-made classroom materials. In addition, 
all files are pre-inserted into PowerPoint slides for ease of 
lecture preparation.

 •  Photos The photo collection contains digital files of 
photographs from the text, which can be reproduced for 
multiple classroom uses.

 •  Tables Every table that appears in the text has been saved 
in electronic form for use in classroom presentations and/or 
quizzes. 

 •  Animations Numerous full-color animations illustrating 
important processes are also provided. Harness the visual 
impact of concepts in motion by importing these files into 
classroom presentations or online course materials.

Also residing on your textbook’s Online Learning Center are:

 •  PowerPoint Lecture Outlines Ready-made presentations 
that combine art and lecture notes are provided for each 
chapter of the text.

 •  PowerPoint Slides For instructors who prefer to create 
their lectures from scratch, all illustrations, photos, and tables 
are pre-inserted by chapter into blank PowerPoint slides.

FOR THE STUDENT:
Student Study Guide/Solutions Manual
The solutions to the end-of-chapter problems and questions will 
aid the students in developing their problem-solving skills by 
providing the steps for each solution. The Study Guide follows the 

order of sections and subsections in the textbook and summarizes 
the main points in the text, figures, and tables. It also contains 
concept-building exercises, self-help quizzes, and practice exams. 

Online Learning Center (www.mhhe.com/brookergenetics3e)
The text specific website offers an extensive array of learning 
tools, including a variety of quizzes for each chapter, interactive 
genetics problems, animations, and more.
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nating Editor) analyzed all of the chapters in the textbook and 
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the problems.  In addition to Deb and Joni, I would also like to 
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matical improvements throughout the text and art. 
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A Visual Guide to

G E N E T I C S :  A N A L Y S I S  &  P R I N C I P L E S

: :

ROBERT J. BROOKER
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA–MINNEAPOLIS

Brooker’s Genetics brings key concepts to life with its unique 
style of illustration. 

The digitally rendered images have a vivid three-
dimensional look that will stimulate a student’s 
interest and enthusiasm. 
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Each figure is carefully designed to follow closely with the text material. 

Every illustration was drawn with four goals in mind: 
completeness, clarity, consistency, and realism.
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Key points:

• RNA polymerase slides along the DNA, creating an open
  complex as it moves.

• The DNA strand known as the template strand is used to make a
  complementary copy of RNA as an RNA–DNA hybrid.

• RNA polymerase moves along the template strand in a 3′ to 5′ direction,
  and RNA is synthesized in a 5′ to 3′ direction using nucleoside
  triphosphates as precursors. Pyrophosphate is released (not shown).

• The complementarity rule is the same as the AT/GC rule except
  that U is substituted for T in the RNA.
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106 C H A P T E R  5  : :  LINKAGE AND GENETIC MAPPING IN EUKARYOTES

Creighton and McClintock Showed That Crossing 
Over Produced New Combinations of Alleles 
and Resulted in the Exchange of Segments 
Between Homologous Chromosomes
As we have seen, Morgan’s studies were consistent with the 
hypothesis that crossing over occurs between homologous chro-
mosomes to produce new combinations of alleles. To obtain 
direct evidence that crossing over can result in genetic recombina-
tion, Harriet Creighton and Barbara McClintock used an interest-
ing strategy involving parallel observations. In studies conducted 
in 1931, they first made crosses involving two linked genes to 
produce parental and recombinant offspring. Second, they used 
a microscope to view the structures of the chromosomes in the 
parents and in the offspring. Because the parental chromosomes 
had some unusual structural features, they could microscopically 
distinguish the two homologous chromosomes within a pair. 
As we will see, this enabled them to correlate the occurrence of 
recombinant offspring with microscopically observable exchanges 
in segments of homologous chromosomes.
 Creighton and McClintock focused much of their attention 
on the pattern of inheritance of traits in corn. This species has 10 
different chromosomes per set, which are named chromosome 1, 
chromosome 2, chromosome 3, and so on. In previous cytologi-
cal examinations of corn chromosomes, some strains were found 
to have an unusual chromosome 9 with a darkly staining knob at 
one end. In addition, McClintock identified an abnormal version 
of chromosome 9 that also had an extra piece of chromosome 8 
attached at the other end (Figure 5.5a). This chromosomal rear-
rangement is called a translocation.
 Creighton and McClintock insightfully realized that this 
abnormal chromosome could be used to demonstrate that two 
homologous chromosomes physically exchange segments as a 
result of crossing over. They knew that a gene was located near 
the knobbed end of chromosome 9 that provided color to corn 
kernels. This gene existed in two alleles, the dominant allele C 
(colored) and the recessive allele c (colorless). A second gene, 
located near the translocated piece from chromosome 8, affected 
the texture of the kernel endosperm. The dominant allele Wx 
caused starchy endosperm, and the recessive wx allele caused 
waxy endosperm. Creighton and McClintock reasoned that a 
crossover involving a normal chromosome 9 and a knobbed/
translocated chromosome 9 would produce a chromosome that 
had either a knob or a translocation, but not both. These two 
types of chromosomes would be distinctly different from either 
of the parental chromosomes (Figure 5.5b).
 As shown in the experiment of Figure 5.6, Creighton and 
McClintock began with a corn strain that carried an abnormal 
chromosome that had a knob at one end and a translocation 
at the other. Genotypically, this chromosome was C wx. The 
cytologically normal chromosome in this strain was c Wx. This 
corn plant, termed parent A, had the genotype Cc Wxwx. It was 

crossed to a strain called parent B that carried two cytologically 
normal chromosomes and had the genotype cc Wxwx. 
 They then observed the kernels in two ways. First, they 
examined the phenotypes of the kernels to see if they were col-
ored or colorless, and starchy or waxy. Second, the chromosomes 
in each kernel were examined under a microscope to determine 
their cytological appearance. Altogether, they observed a total of 
25 kernels (see data of Figure 5.6).

T H E  H Y P O T H E S I S

Offspring with nonparental phenotypes are the product of a cross-
over. This crossover should create nonparental chromosomes via 
an exchange of chromosomal segments between homologous 
chromosomes.

Normal 
chromosome 9

Abnormal 
chromosome 9

Knob

(a) Normal and abnormal chromosome 9

Translocated
piece from
chromosome 8

Parental
chromosomes

Nonparental
chromosomes

C Wx

c wx

C wx

c Wx

Crossing over

(b) Crossing over between normal and abnormal
      chromosome 9

FIGU RE 5 . 5  Crossing over between a normal and abnormal 
chromosome 9 in corn. (a) A normal chromosome 9 in corn is 
compared to an abnormal chromosome 9 that contains a knob at one 
end and a translocation at the opposite end. (b) A crossover produces 
a chromosome that contains only a knob at one end and another 
chromosome that contains only a translocation at the other end. 

E X P E R I M E N T  5 A

STEP 1: BACKGROUND 
OBSERVATIONS

 Each experiment begins with a 
description of the information that led 
researchers to study an experimental 
problem. Detailed information about 
the researchers and the experimental 
challenges they faced help students to 
understand actual research. 

STEP 2: HYPOTHESIS

 The student is given a statement describing 
the possible explanation for the observed 
phenomenon that will be tested. The 
hypothesis section reinforces the scientific 
method and allows students to experience 
the process for themselves.

 Each chapter (beginning with Chapter 2) incorporates one or two experiments that are presented according to the scientific 
method. These experiments are integrated within the chapters and flow with the rest of the textbook. As you read the experiments, 
you will simultaneously explore the scientific method and the genetic principles learned from this approach.
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T E S T I N G  T H E  H Y P O T H E S I S  —  F I G U R E  5 . 6  Experimental correlation between genetic recombination and 
crossing over.

Starting materials: Two different strains of corn. One strain, referred to as parent A, had an abnormal chromosome 9 (knobbed/translo-
cation) with a dominant C allele and a recessive wx allele. It also had a cytologically normal copy of chromosome 9 that carried the reces-
sive c allele and the dominant Wx allele. Its genotype was Cc Wxwx. The other strain (referred to as parent B) had two normal versions of 
chromosome 9. The genotype of this strain was cc Wxwx.

■

Experimental level

Tassel

Silk

Parent A
Cc Wxwx

Parent B
cc Wxwx

F1 ear of corn

F kernels

Conceptual level

xx

C

wx

c

Wx

c

Wx

c

wx

Each kernel is a separate seed that has 
inherited a set of chromosomes from 
each parent.

Cross the two strains described. The 
tassel is the pollen-bearing structure, and 
the silk (equivalent to the stigma and 
style) is connected to the ovary. After 
fertilization, the ovary will develop into 
an ear of corn.

1.

Observe the kernels from this cross.2.

  xix

STEP 5: INTERPRETING 
THE DATA

This discussion, which examines whether 
the experimental data supported or 
disproved the hypothesis, gives students 
an appreciation for  scientific interpretation. 

STEP 3: TESTING THE 
HYPOTHESIS

This section illustrates the 
experimental process, including the 
actual steps followed by scientists to 
test their hypothesis. Science comes 
alive for students with this detailed 
look at experimentation.

STEP 4: THE DATA

Actual data from the original research 
paper help students understand how 
actual research results are reported. 
Each experiment’s results are 
discussed in the context of the larger 
genetic principle to help students 
understand the implications and 
importance of the research.

T H E  D A T A

Phenotype of
F1 Kernel

Number of
Kernels
Analyzed Cytological Appearance of a Chromosome in F1 Offspring*

Did a Crossover
Occur During
Gamete Formation
in Parent A?

Colored/waxy 3 N oNormalKnobbed/translocation

cC w xwx

C Wx

cc W x

c wx

c wx

Wx

c wx

Colorless/starchy 11 NoNormal

or

c Wx

c wx

Normal

or

c Wx

Normal

Knobless/normal

4 YesKnobless/translocation

c wx

Knobless/translocationColorless/waxy 2 YesNormal

Colored/starchy

Total

5

25

YesKnobbed/normal

*In  this table, the chromosome on the left was inherited from parent A, and the chromosome on the right was inherited from parent B.

Colorless/starchy

I N T E R P R E T I N G  T H E  D A T A

By combining the gametes in a Punnett square, the following 
types of offspring can be produced:
 

 As seen in the Punnett square, two of the phenotypic cate
ries, colored, starchy (Cc Wxwx or Cc WxWx) and colorless, starc
(cc WxWx or cc Wxwx), were ambiguous because they could ar
from a nonrecombinant and from a recombinant gamete. In ot
words, these phenotypes could be produced whether or not reco
bination occurred in parent A. Therefore, let’s focus on the t
unambiguous phenotypic categories: colored, waxy (Cc wxwx) a
colorless, waxy (cc wxwx) The colored, waxy phenotype could h

Parent B

en
t A

c Wx

C wx

c wx

c Wx

Colored,
starchy

Colored,
waxy

Colorless,
starchy

Colorless,
starchy

Cc Wxwx Cc wxwx

cc WxWx cc Wxwx

Nonrecombinant

Nonrecombinant

Parent A   Parent B

C wx (nonrecombinant) c Wx
c Wx (nonrecombinant) c wx
C Wx (recombinant)
c wx (recombinant)
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These problems are crafted to aid students in developing a wide range of skills. They also develop a student’s cognitive, writing, 
analytical, computational, and collaborative abilities. 

 CONCEPTUAL 
QUESTIONS

Test the understanding of basic genetic 
principles. The student is given many 
questions with a wide range of difficulty. 
Some require critical thinking skills, and 
some require the student to write coherent 
essay questions.

EXPERIMENTAL 
QUESTIONS

 Test the ability to analyze data, design 
experiments, or appreciate the relevance 
of experimental techniques. 

STUDENT DISCUSSION/
COLLARBORATION 
QUESTIONS

 Encourage students to consider broad 
concepts and practical problems. Some 
questions require a substantial amount 
of computational activities, which can be 
worked on as a group.

Conceptual Questions
C1. What is the meaning of the term genetic material?

C2. After the DNA from type IIIS bacteria is exposed to type IIR 
bacteria, list all of the steps that you think must occur for the 
bacteria to start making a type IIIS capsule.

C3. Look up the meaning of the word transformation in a dictionary 
and explain whether it is an appropriate word to describe the 
transfer of genetic material from one organism to another.

C4. What are the building blocks of a nucleotide? With regard to the 5' 
and 3' positions on a sugar molecule, how are nucleotides linked 
together to form a strand of DNA?

C5. Draw the structure of guanine, guanosine, and deoxyguanosine 
triphosphate.

C6. Draw the structure of a phosphodiester linkage.

C7. Describe how bases interact with each other in the double helix. 
This discussion should address the issues of complementarity, 
hydrogen bonding, and base stacking.

C8. If one DNA strand is 5'–GGCATTACACTAGGCCT–3' what is the 
sequence of the complementary strand?

C9. What is meant by the term DNA sequence?

C10. Make a side-by-side drawing of two DNA helices, one with 10 base 
pairs (bp) per 360° turn and the other with 15 bp per 360° turn.

C11. Discuss the differences in the structural features of A DNA, 
B DNA, and Z DNA.

C12. What parts of a nucleotide (namely, phosphate, sugar, and/or 
bases) occupy the major and minor grooves of double-stranded 
DNA, and what parts are found in the DNA backbone? If a 
DNA-binding protein does not recognize a specific nucleotide 
sequence, do you expect that it recognizes the major groove, the 
minor groove, or the DNA backbone? Explain.

C13. List the structural differences between DNA and RNA.

C14. Draw the structure of deoxyribose and number the carbon atoms. 
Describe the numbering of the carbon atoms in deoxyribose with 
regard to the directionality of a DNA strand. In a DNA double 
helix, what does the term antiparallel mean?

C15. Write out a sequence of an RNA molecule that could form a 
stem-loop with 24 nucleotides in the stem and 16 nucleotides in 
the loop.

C16. Compare the structural features of a double-stranded RNA 
structure with those of a DNA double helix.

C17. Which of the following DNA double helices would be more 
difficult to separate into single-stranded molecules by treatment 
with heat, which breaks hydrogen bonds?

 A. GGCGTACCAGCGCAT

   CCGCATGGTCGCGTA

 B. ATACGATTTACGAGA

  TATGCTAAATGCTCT

 Explain your choice.

C18. What structural feature allows DNA to store information?

C19. Discuss the structural significance of complementarity in DNA 
and in RNA.

C20. An organism has a G + C content of 64% in its DNA. What are 
the percentages of A, T, G, and C?

C21. Let’s suppose you have recently identified an organism that was 
scraped from an asteroid that hit the earth. (Fortunately, no one 
was injured.) When you analyze this organism, you discover that 
its DNA is a triple helix, composed of six different nucleotides: A, 
T, G, C, X, and Y. You measure the chemical composition of the 
bases and find the following amounts of these six bases: A = 24%, 
T = 23%, G = 11%, C = 12%, X = 21%, Y = 9%. What rules would 
you propose govern triplex DNA formation in this organism? 
Note: There is more than one possibility.

C22. Upon further analysis of the DNA described in conceptual 
question C21, you discover that the triplex DNA in this alien 
organism is composed of a double helix, with the third helix 
wound within the major groove (just like the DNA in Figure 9.20). 
How would you propose that this DNA is able to replicate itself? 
In your answer, be specific about the base pairing rules within 
the double helix and which part of the triplex DNA would be 
replicated first.

C23. A DNA-binding protein recognizes the following double-stranded 
sequence:

 5'–GCCCGGGC–3'

 3'–CGGGCCCG–5'

p y y
determine the base composition of DNA.

 C. Would Chargaff ’s experiments have been convincing if they had 
been done on only one species? Discuss.

E9.  Gierer and Schramm exposed plant tissue to purified RNA from 
tobacco mosaic virus, and the plants developed the same types of 
lesions as if they were exposed to the virus itself. What would be 
the results if the RNA was treated with DNase, RNase, or protease 
prior to its exposure to the plant tissue?

pp p
approach did you find the most convincing? Why?

E7.  The type of model building used by Pauling and Watson and Crick 
involved the use of ball-and-stick units. Now we can do model 
building on a computer screen. Even though you may not be 
familiar with this approach, discuss potential advantages that 
computers might provide in molecular model building.

E8.  With regard to Chargaff ’s experiment described in Figure 9.14, 
answer the following:

 A. What is the purpose of paper chromatography?

Questions for Student Discussion/Collaboration
 1. Try to propose structures for a genetic material that are substan-

tially different from the double helix. Remember that the genetic 
material must have a way to store information and a way to be 
faithfully replicated.

 2. How might you provide evidence that DNA is the genetic material 
in mice?

Note: All answers appear at the website for this textbook; the answers to 
even-numbered questions are in the back of the textbook.

www.mhhe.com/brookergenetics3e
Visit the Online Learning Center for practice tests, answer keys, and other learning aids for this chapter. Enhance your understanding of genetics with 
our interactive exercises, quizzes, animations, and much more.

 

Experimental Questions
E1.  Genetic material acts as a blueprint for an organism’s traits. 

Explain how the experiments of Griffith indicated that genetic 
material was being transferred to the type IIR bacteria.

E2.  With regard to the experiment described in Figure 9.3, answer the 
following:

 A. List several possible reasons why only a small percentage of the 
type IIR bacteria was converted to type IIIS.

 B. Explain why an antibody must be used to remove the bacteria 
that are not transformed. What would the results look like, in 
all five cases, if the antibody/centrifugation step had not been 
included in the experimental procedure?

 C. The DNA extract was treated with DNase, RNase, or protease. 
Why was this done? (In other words, what were the researchers 
trying to demonstrate?)

E3.  An interesting trait that some bacteria exhibit is resistance to 
killing by antibiotics. For example, certain strains of bacteria are 
resistant to tetracycline, whereas other strains are sensitive to 
tetracycline. Describe an experiment you would carry out to 
demonstrate that tetracycline resistance is an inherited trait 
encoded by the DNA of the resistant strain.

E4.  With regard to the experiment of Figure 9.6, answer the following:

 A. Provide possible explanations why some of the DNA is in the 
supernatant.

 B. Plot the results if the radioactivity in the pellet, rather than in 
the supernatant, had been measured.

 C. Why were 32P and 35S chosen as radioisotopes to label the 
phages?

 D. List possible reasons why less than 100% of the phage protein 
was removed from the bacterial cells during the shearing 
process.

E5.  Does the experiment of Figure 9.6 rule out the possibility that 
RNA is the genetic material of T2 phage? Explain your answer. If 
it does not, could you modify the approach of Hershey and Chase 
to show that it is DNA and not RNA that is the genetic material 
of T2 bacteriophage? Note: It is possible to specifically label DNA 
or RNA by providing bacteria with radiolabeled thymine or uracil, 
respectively.

E6.  In Chapter 9, we considered two experiments—one by Avery, 
MacLeod, and McCarty and the second by Hershey and Chase—

that indicated DNA is the genetic material. Discuss the strengths 
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P A R T  I 
Introduction

1.1  The Relationship Between Genes 
and Traits

1.2 Fields of Genetics

C H A P T E R  O U T L I N E

1OVERVIEW 
OF GENETICS

Hardly a week goes by without a major news story involving a 

genetic breakthrough. The increasing pace of genetic discoveries has become 

staggering. The Human Genome Project is a case in point. This project began 

in the United States in 1990, when the National Institutes of Health and the 

Department of Energy joined forces with international partners to decipher the 

massive amount of information contained in our genome—the DNA found 

within all of our chromosomes (Figure 1.1). Working collectively, a large group 

of scientists from around the world has produced a detailed series of maps that 

help geneticists navigate through human DNA. Remarkably, in only a decade, 

they determined the DNA sequence (read in the bases of A, T, G, and C) cov-

ering over 90% of the human genome. The first draft of this sequence, pub-

lished in 2001, is nearly 3 billion nucleotide base pairs in length. The completed 

sequence, published in 2003, has an accuracy greater than 99.99%; fewer than 

one mistake was made in every 10,000 base pairs! 

 Studying the human genome allows us to explore fundamental details 

about ourselves at the molecular level. The results of the project are expected 

to shed considerable light on basic questions, like how many genes we have, 

how genes direct the activities of living cells, how species evolve, how single cells 

develop into complex tissues, and how defective genes cause disease. Further-

more, such understanding may lend itself to improvements in modern medicine 

by leading to better diagnoses of diseases and the development of new medi-

cines to treat them.

 As scientists have attempted to unravel the mysteries within our genes, 

this journey has involved the invention of many new technologies. This text-

book emphasizes a large number of these modern approaches. Paradoxically, 

one could argue that these advancements may have a greater impact on our 

lives than the original discoveries upon which they were based. For example, 

the technology of gene cloning originally arose from discoveries concerning 

bacterial enzymes that “cut and paste” DNA fragments together. These scien-

tific discoveries have made it possible to create medicines that would otherwise 

be difficult or impossible to make. An example is human recombinant insulin, 

termed Humulin, which is synthesized in a strain of Escherichia coli bacteria that 

has been genetically altered by the addition of the gene for human insulin. The 

bacteria are grown in a laboratory and make large amounts of human insulin. 

As discussed in Chapter 19, this insulin is purified and administered to many 

people with insulin-dependent diabetes. 

Copycat, the first cloned pet. In 2002, the cat 
shown here, called Copycat, was produced by 
cloning, a procedure described in Chapter 19. 

: :
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DNA, the molecule of life

Trillions of cells

Each cell contains:

• 46 human chromosomes,
  found in 23 pairs

• 2 meters of DNA

• Approximately 3 billion
  DNA base pairs per set
  of chromosomes, 
  containing the bases A,
  T, G, and C

• Approximately 20,000 to 
  25,000 genes code for 
  proteins that perform 
  most life functions

Chromosomes

Gene

Protein (composed
of amino acids)

Cell

(a)  The genetic composition of humans 

Huntington disease

Chromosome 4

16
Wolf-Hirschhorn syndrome
PKU due to dihydropteridine
   reductase deficiency

Dentinogenesis imperfecta-1

C3b inactivator deficiency
Aspartylglucosaminuria
Williams-Beuren syndrome, type II
Sclerotylosis
Anterior segment
   mesenchymal dysgenesis

Pseudohypoaldosteronism
Hepatocellular carcinoma

Glutaric acidemia type IIC
Factor XI deficiency
Fletcher factor deficiency

15
1p

13

13
1

21

24
2

26

28

q

31

32
3

35

MPS 1 (Hurler and Scheie syndromes)
Mucopolysaccharidosis I

Periodontitis, juvenile
Dysalbuminemic hyperzincemia
Dysalbuminemic hyperthyroxinemia
Analbuminemia

Hereditary persistence of alpha-fetoprotein
AFP deficiency, congenital
Piebaldism

Polycystic kidney disease, adult, type II
Mucolipidosis II
Mucolipidosis III

Severe combined immunodeficiency due
   to IL2 deficiency
Rieger syndrome

Dysfibrinogenemia, gamma types
Hypofibrinogenemia, gamma types

Dysfibrinogenemia, alpha types
Amyloidosis, hereditary renal
Dysfibrinogenemia, beta types
Facioscapulohumeral muscular dystrophy

(b)  Genes on one human chromosome that are associated with disease when mutant

DNA

Amino acid

F IGU RE 1 .1  The Human Genome Project. (a) The human genome is a complete set of human chromosomes. People have two sets of 
chromosomes, one from each parent. Collectively, each set of chromosomes is composed of a DNA sequence that is approximately 3 billion nucleotide 
base pairs long. Estimates suggest that each set contains about 20,000 to 25,000 different genes. This figure emphasizes the DNA found in the cell 
nucleus. Humans also have a small amount of DNA in their mitochondria, which has also been sequenced. (b) An important outcome of this work is 
the identification of genes that contribute to human diseases. This illustration depicts a map of a few genes that are located on human chromosome 4. 
When these genes carry certain rare mutations, they can cause the diseases designated in this figure.
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 New genetic technologies are often met with skepticism and 
sometimes even with disdain. An example would be DNA fin-
gerprinting, a molecular method to identify an individual based 
on a DNA sample (see Chapter 24). Though this technology is 
now relatively common in the area of forensic science, it was not 
always universally accepted. High-profile crime cases in the news 
cause us to realize that not everyone believes in DNA fingerprint-
ing, in spite of its extraordinary ability to uniquely identify indi-
viduals. A second controversial example would be mammalian 
cloning. In 1997, Ian Wilmut and his colleagues created clones of 
sheep, using mammary cells from an adult animal (Figure 1.2). 
More recently, such cloning has been achieved in several mam-
malian species, including sheep, cows, mice, goats, pigs, and cats. 
In 2002, the first pet was cloned, a cat named Copycat (see photo 
at the beginning of the chapter). The cloning of mammals pro-
vides the potential for many practical applications. With regard 
to livestock, cloning would enable farmers to use cells from their 
best individuals to create genetically homogeneous herds. This 
could be advantageous in terms of agricultural yield, although 
such a genetically homogeneous herd may be more susceptible to 
certain diseases. However, people have become greatly concerned 
with the possibility of human cloning. This prospect has raised 

serious ethical questions. Within the past few years, legislative 
bills have been introduced that involve bans on human cloning. 
 Finally, genetic technologies provide the means to modify 
the traits of animals and plants in ways that would have been 
unimaginable just a few decades ago. Figure 1.3a illustrates a 
bizarre example in which scientists introduced a gene from jelly-
fish into mice. As you may know, certain species of jellyfish emit 
a “green glow.” These jellyfish have a gene that encodes a biolu-
minescent protein called green fluorescent protein (GFP). When 
exposed to blue or ultraviolet (UV) light, the protein emits a 
striking green-colored light. Scientists were able to clone the GFP 
gene from a sample of jellyfish cells and then introduce this gene 
into laboratory mice. The GFP protein is made throughout the 
cells of their bodies. As a result, their skin, eyes, and organs give 
off an eerie green glow when exposed to UV light. Only their fur 
does not glow. 

F IGUR E 1 .2  The cloning of a mammal. The lamb on the left is 
Dolly, the first mammal to be cloned. She was cloned from the cells of 
a Finn Dorset (a white-faced sheep). The sheep on the right is Dolly’s 
surrogate mother, a Blackface ewe. A description of how Dolly was 
created is presented in Chapter 19. 

FIGURE 1.3  The introduction of a jellyfish gene into 
laboratory mice and mosquitoes. (a) A gene that naturally occurs in 
the jellyfish encodes a protein called green fluorescent protein (GFP). 
The GFP gene was cloned and introduced into mice. When these mice 
are exposed to UV light, GFP emits a bright green color. These mice 
glow green, just like jellyfish! (b) GFP was introduced next to a gene 
sequence that causes the expression of GFP only in the gonads of male 
mosquitoes. This allows researchers to identify and sort males from 
females. 

 OVERVIEW OF GENETICS 3

(a) GFP expressed in mice

(b) GFP expressed in the gonads of a male mosquito

GFP
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 GFP allows researchers to identify particular proteins in 
cells or specific body parts. For example, Andrea Crisanti and 
colleagues have altered mosquitoes to express a green fluorescent 
protein only in the gonads of males (Figure 1.3b). This enables 
the researchers to identify and sort males and females. Why is 
this useful? The ability to rapidly sort mosquitoes makes it pos-
sible to produce populations of sterile males and then release the 
sterile males without the risk of releasing additional females. The 
release of sterile males may be effective at controlling mosquito 
populations because females only breed once before they die. 
Mating with a sterile male will prevent a female from producing 
offspring. 
 Overall, as we move forward in the twenty-first century, the 
excitement level in the field of genetics is high, perhaps higher 
than it has ever been. Nevertheless, the excitement generated by 
new genetic knowledge and technologies will also create many 
ethical and societal challenges. In this chapter, we will begin with 
an overview of genetics and then explore the various fields of 
genetics and their experimental approaches. 

1.1 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
GENES AND TRAITS
Genetics is the branch of biology that deals with heredity and 
variation. It stands as the unifying discipline in biology by allow-
ing us to understand how life can exist at all levels of complex-
ity, ranging from the molecular to the population level. Genetic 
variation is the root of the natural diversity that we observe 
among members of the same species as well as among different 
species.
 Genetics is centered on the study of genes. A gene is clas-
sically defined as a unit of heredity, but such a vague definition 
does not do justice to the exciting characteristics of genes as intri-
cate molecular units that manifest themselves as potent contribu-
tors to cell structure and function. At the molecular level, a gene 
is a segment of DNA that produces a functional product. The 
functional product of most genes is a polypeptide, which is a lin-
ear sequence of amino acids that folds into units that constitute 
proteins. In addition, genes are commonly described according 
to the way they affect traits, which are the characteristics of an 
organism. In humans, for example, we speak of traits such as eye 
color, hair texture, and height. The ongoing theme of this text-
book is the relationship between genes and traits. As an organism 
grows and develops, its collection of genes provides a blueprint 
that determines its characteristics.
 In this section of Chapter 1, we will examine the general 
features of life, beginning with the molecular level and ending 
with populations of organisms. As will become apparent, genetics 
is the common thread that explains the existence of life and its 
continuity from generation to generation. For most students, this 
chapter should serve as a cohesive review of topics they learned in 
other introductory courses such as General Biology. Even so, it is 
usually helpful to see the “big picture” of genetics before delving 
into the finer details that are covered in Chapters 2 through 26.

Living Cells Are Composed of Biochemicals
To fully understand the relationship between genes and traits, we 
need to begin with an examination of the composition of living 
organisms. Every cell is constructed from intricately organized 
chemical substances. Small organic molecules such as glucose 
and amino acids are produced from the linkage of atoms via 
chemical bonds. The chemical properties of organic molecules 
are essential for cell vitality in two key ways. First, the breakage 
of chemical bonds during the degradation of small molecules 
provides energy to drive cellular processes. A second important 
function of these small organic molecules is their role as the 
building blocks for the synthesis of larger molecules. Four impor-
tant categories of larger cellular molecules are nucleic acids (i.e., 
DNA and RNA), proteins, carbohydrates, and lipids. Three of 
these—nucleic acids, proteins, and carbohydrates—form macro-
molecules that are composed of many repeating units of smaller 
building blocks. Proteins, RNA, and carbohydrates can be made 
from hundreds or even thousands of repeating building blocks. 
DNA is the largest macromolecule found in living cells. A single 
DNA molecule can be composed of a linear sequence of hun-
dreds of millions of nucleotides!
 The formation of cellular structures relies on the interac-
tions of molecules and macromolecules. For example, nucleo-
tides are the building blocks of DNA, which is a constituent of 
cellular chromosomes (Figure 1.4). In addition, the DNA is asso-
ciated with a myriad of proteins that provide organization to the 
structure of chromosomes. Within a eukaryotic cell, the chromo-
somes are contained in a compartment called the cell nucleus. 
The nucleus is bounded by a membrane composed of lipids and 
proteins that shields the chromosomes from the rest of the cell. 
The organization of chromosomes within a cell nucleus protects 
the chromosomes from mechanical breakage and provides a sin-
gle compartment for genetic activities such as gene transcription. 
As a general theme, the formation of large cellular structures 
arises from interactions among different molecules and mac-
romolecules. These cellular structures, in turn, are organized to 
make a complete living cell.

Each Cell Contains Many Different Proteins That 
Determine Cellular Structure and Function
To a great extent, the characteristics of a cell depend on the types 
of proteins that it makes. As we will learn throughout this text-
book, proteins are the “workhorses” of all living cells. The range 
of functions among different types of proteins is truly remark-
able. Some proteins help determine the shape and structure of a 
given cell. For example, the protein known as tubulin can assem-
ble into large structures known as microtubules, which provide 
the cell with internal structure and organization. Other proteins 
are inserted into cell membranes and aid in the transport of ions 
and small molecules across the membrane. Proteins may also 
function as biological motors. An interesting case is the protein 
known as myosin, which is involved in the contractile properties 
of muscle cells. Within multicellular organisms, certain proteins 
also function in cell-to-cell recognition and signaling. For exam-
ple, hormones such as insulin are secreted by endocrine cells and 
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F IGUR E 1 .4  Chemical composition of living cells. Cellular 
structures are constructed from smaller building blocks. In this 
example, DNA is formed from the linkage of nucleotides to produce a 
very long macromolecule. The DNA associates with proteins to form 
a chromosome. The chromosomes are located within a membrane-
bounded organelle called the nucleus, which, along with many different 
types of organelles, is found within a complete cell.

bind to the insulin receptor protein found within the plasma 
membrane of target cells.
 Enzymes, which accelerate chemical reactions, are a partic-
ularly important category of proteins. Some enzymes play a role 
in the breakdown of molecules or macromolecules into smaller 
units. These are known as catabolic enzymes and are important 
in the utilization of energy. Alternatively, anabolic enzymes and 
accessory proteins function in the synthesis of molecules and 
macromolecules throughout the cell. The construction of a cell 
greatly depends on its proteins involved in anabolism because 
these are required to synthesize all cellular macromolecules.
 Molecular biologists have come to realize that the functions 
of proteins underlie the cellular characteristics of every organ-
ism. At the molecular level, proteins can be viewed as the active 
participants in the enterprise of life.

DNA Stores the Information for Protein Synthesis
The genetic material is composed of a substance called deoxy-
ribonucleic acid, abbreviated DNA. The DNA stores the infor-
mation needed for the synthesis of all cellular proteins. In other 
words, the main function of the genetic blueprint is to code 
for the production of cellular proteins in the correct cell, at the 
proper time, and in suitable amounts. This is an extremely com-
plicated task because living cells make thousands of different 
proteins. Genetic analyses have shown that a typical bacterium 
can make a few thousand different proteins, and estimates among 
higher eukaryotes range in the tens of thousands.
 DNA’s ability to store information is based on its molecular 
structure. DNA is composed of a linear sequence of nucleotides. 
Each nucleotide contains one nitrogen-containing base, either 
adenine (A), thymine (T), guanine (G), or cytosine (C). The lin-
ear order of these bases along a DNA molecule contains infor-
mation similar to the way that groups of letters of the alphabet 
represent words. For example, the “meaning” of the sequence of 
bases ATGGGCCTTAGC differs from that of TTTAAGCTTGCC. 
DNA sequences within most genes contain the information to 
direct the order of amino acids within polypeptides according 
to the genetic code. In the code, a three-base sequence specifies 
one particular amino acid among the 20 possible choices. One 
or more polypeptides form a functional protein. In this way, the 
DNA can store the information to specify the proteins made by 
an organism.

DNA Sequence  Amino Acid Sequence

ATG GGC CTT AGC  METHIONINE GLYCINE 
LEUCINE SERINE

TTT AAG CTT GCC  PHENYLALANINE LYSINE 
LEUCINE ALANINE

 In living cells, the DNA is found within large structures 
known as chromosomes. Figure 1.5 is a photograph of the 46 
chromosomes contained in a cell from a human male. The DNA 
of an average human chromosome is an extraordinarily long, lin-
ear, double-stranded structure that contains well over a hundred 
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6 C H A P T E R  1  : :  OVERVIEW OF GENETICS

million nucleotides. Along the immense length of a chromosome, 
the genetic information is parceled into functional units known 
as genes. An average-sized human chromosome is expected to 
contain about 1,000 different genes. 

The Information in DNA Is Accessed 
During the Process of Gene Expression
To synthesize its proteins, a cell must be able to access the infor-
mation that is stored within its DNA. The process of using a gene 
sequence to affect the characteristics of cells and organisms is 
referred to as gene expression. At the molecular level, the infor-
mation within genes is accessed in a stepwise process. In the first 
step, known as transcription, the DNA sequence within a gene 
is copied into a nucleotide sequence of ribonucleic acid (RNA). 
Most RNAs contain the information for the synthesis of a par-
ticular polypeptide. This type of RNA is called messenger RNA 
(mRNA). For polypeptide synthesis to occur, the sequence of 
nucleotides transcribed in an mRNA must be translated (using 
the genetic code) into the amino acid sequence of a polypeptide 
(Figure 1.6). After a polypeptide is made, it folds into a three-
dimensional structure. As mentioned, a protein is a functional 
unit. Some proteins are composed of a single polypeptide, and 
other proteins consist of two or more polypeptides. 
 Gene expression results in the production of proteins 
with specific structures and functions. The unique relationship 
between gene sequences and protein structures is of paramount 

importance because the distinctive structure of each protein 
determines its function within a living cell or organism. Medi-
ated by the process of gene expression, therefore, the sequence of 
nucleotides in DNA stores the information required for synthe-
sizing proteins with specific structures and functions.

The Molecular Expression of Genes 
Within Cells Leads to an Organism’s Traits
A trait is any characteristic that an organism displays. In genet-
ics, we often focus our attention on morphological traits that 
affect the appearance of an organism. The color of a flower and 
the height of a pea plant are morphological traits. Geneticists fre-
quently study these types of traits because they are easy to evalu-
ate. For example, an experimenter can simply look at a plant and 
tell if it has red or white flowers. However, not all traits are mor-
phological. Physiological traits affect the ability of an organism 
to function. For example, the rate at which a bacterium metabo-
lizes a sugar such as lactose is a physiological trait. Like morpho-
logical traits, physiological traits are controlled, in part, by the 
expression of genes. Behavioral traits also affect the ways that an 
organism responds to its environment. An example would be the 
mating calls of bird species. In animals, the nervous system plays 
a key role in governing such traits. 

F IGU RE 1 .5  A micrograph of the 46 chromosomes found in a 
cell from a human male.

DNA

Gene

Transcription

Translation

RNA (messenger RNA)

Protein
(sequence of
amino acids)

Functioning of proteins within living
cells influences an organism’s traits.

FIGURE 1.6 Gene expression at the molecular 
level. The expression of a gene is a multistep process. 
During transcription, one of the DNA strands is used as a 

template to make an RNA strand. During translation, the RNA strand is 
used to specify the sequence of amino acids within a polypeptide. One 
or more polypeptides produce a protein that functions within the cell, 
thereby influencing an organism’s traits. 
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 A difficult, yet very exciting, aspect of genetics is that our 
observations and theories span four levels of biological organiza-
tion: molecules, cells, organisms, and populations. This can make 
it difficult to appreciate the relationship between genes and traits. 
To understand this connection, we need to relate the following 
phenomena:

 1. Genes are expressed at the molecular level. In other 
words, gene transcription and translation lead to the 
production of a particular protein, which is a molecular 
process.

 2. Proteins often function at the cellular level. The function 
of a protein within a cell will affect the structure and 
workings of that cell.

 3. An organism’s traits are determined by the characteristics 
of its cells. We do not have microscopic vision, yet when 
we view morphological traits, we are really observing 
the properties of an individual’s cells. For example, a red 
flower has its color because the flower cells make a red 
pigment. The trait of red flower color is an observation at 
the organism level. Yet the trait is rooted in the molecular 
characteristics of the organism’s cells.

 4. A species is a group of organisms that maintains a 
distinctive set of attributes in nature. The occurrence of a 
trait within a species is an observation at the population 
level. Along with learning how a trait occurs, we also 
want to understand why a trait becomes prevalent in a 
particular species. In many cases, researchers discover 
that a trait predominates within a population because it 
promotes the reproductive success of the members of the 
population. This leads to the evolution of beneficial traits.

 As a schematic example to illustrate the four levels of genet-
ics, Figure 1.7 shows the trait of pigmentation in butterflies. One 
is light-colored and the other is very dark. Let’s consider how we 
can explain this trait at the molecular, cellular, organism, and 
population levels. 
 At the molecular level, we need to understand the nature 
of the gene or genes that govern this trait. As shown in Figure 
1.7a, a gene, which we will call the pigmentation gene, is respon-
sible for the amount of pigment that is produced. The pigmenta-
tion gene can exist in two different forms called alleles. In this 
example, one allele confers a dark pigmentation and one causes 
a light pigmentation. Each of these alleles encodes a protein that 
functions as a pigment-synthesizing enzyme. However, the DNA 
sequences of the two alleles differ slightly from each other. This 
difference in the DNA sequence leads to a variation in the struc-
ture and function of the respective pigmentation enzymes. 
 At the cellular level (Figure 1.7b), the functional differ-
ences between the pigmentation enzymes affect the amount of 
pigment that is produced. The allele causing dark pigmentation, 
which is shown on the left, encodes a protein that functions very 
well. Therefore, when this gene is expressed in the cells of the 
wings, a large amount of pigment is made. By comparison, the 
allele causing light pigmentation encodes an enzyme that func-

Pigmentation gene,
dark allele

Pigmentation gene,
light allele

Transcription and translation

Highly functional
pigmentation enzyme

Poorly functional
pigmentation enzyme

(a) Molecular level

(b) Cellular level

(c) Organism level

(d) Population level

Wing cells

Lots of pigment made Little pigment made

Pigment
molecule

Dark butterfly Light butterfly

Dark butterflies are usually
in forested regions.

Light butterflies are usually
in unforested regions.

FIGURE 1.7  The relationship between genes and traits at the 
(a) molecular, (b) cellular, (c) organism, and (d) population levels.

tions poorly. Therefore, when this allele is the only pigmentation 
gene that is expressed, little pigment is made.
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8 C H A P T E R  1  : :  OVERVIEW OF GENETICS

 At the organism level (Figure 1.7c), the amount of pigment 
in the wing cells governs the color of the wings. If the pigment 
cells produce high amounts of pigment, the wings are dark-
colored; if the pigment cells produce little pigment, the wings 
are light.
 Finally, at the population level (Figure 1.7d), geneticists 
would like to know why a species of butterfly would contain 
some members with dark wings and other members with light 
wings. One possible explanation is differential predation. The 
butterflies with dark wings might avoid being eaten by birds if 
they happen to live within the dim light of a forest. The dark 
wings would help to camouflage the butterfly if it were perched 
on a dark surface such as a tree trunk. In contrast, the lightly 
colored wings would be an advantage if the butterfly inhabited 
a brightly lit meadow. Under these conditions, a bird may be 
less likely to notice a light-colored butterfly that is perched on 
a sunlit surface. A population geneticist might study this species 
of butterfly and find that the dark-colored members usually live 
in forested areas and the light-colored members reside in unfor-
ested regions.

Inherited Differences in Traits Are Due 
to Genetic Variation
In Figure 1.7, we considered how gene expression could lead to 
variation in a trait of an organism, such as dark- versus light-
colored butterflies. Variation in traits among members of the 
same species is very common. For example, some people have 
brown hair, while others have blond hair; some petunias have 
white flowers, while others have purple flowers. These are exam-
ples of genetic variation. This term describes the differences in 
inherited traits among individuals within a population.
 In large populations that occupy a wide geographic range, 
genetic variation can be quite striking. In fact, morphological 
differences have often led geneticists to misidentify two members 
of the same species as belonging to separate species. As an exam-
ple, Figure 1.8 compares four garter snakes that are members of 
the same species, Thamnophis ordinoides. They display dramatic 
differences in their markings. Such contrasting forms within a 
single species are termed morphs. You can easily imagine how 
someone might mistakenly conclude that these four snakes are 
not members of the same species.
 Changes in the nucleotide sequence of DNA underlie the 
genetic variation that we see among individuals. Throughout this 
textbook, we will routinely examine how variation in the genetic 
material results in changes in the outcome of traits. At the molec-
ular level, genetic variation can be attributed to different types of 
modifications.

 1. Small or large differences can occur within gene sequences. 
These are called gene mutations. This type of variation, 
which produces two or more alleles of the same gene, was 
previously described in Figure 1.7. In many cases, gene 
mutations will alter the expression or function of the 
protein that the gene specifies.

 2. Major alterations can also occur in the structure of a 
chromosome. A large segment of a chromosome can be 
lost, rearranged, or reattached to another chromosome. 

 3. Variation may also occur in the total number of 
chromosomes. In some cases, an organism may inherit one 
too many or one too few chromosomes. In other cases, it 
may inherit an extra set of chromosomes.

 Variations within the sequences of genes are a common 
source of genetic variation among members of the same species. 
In humans, familiar examples of variation involve genes for eye 
color, hair texture, and skin pigmentation. Chromosome varia-
tion—a change in chromosome structure and/or number—is 
also found, but this type of change is often detrimental. Many 
human genetic disorders are the result of chromosomal altera-
tions. The most common example is Down syndrome, which is 
due to the presence of an extra chromosome (Figure 1.9a). By 
comparison, chromosome variation in plants is common and 
often can lead to strains of plants with superior characteristics, 
such as increased resistance to disease. Plant breeders have fre-
quently exploited this observation. Cultivated varieties of wheat, 
for example, have many more chromosomes than the wild spe-
cies (Figure 1.9b). 

Traits Are Governed by Genes 
and by the Environment
In our discussion thus far, we have considered the role that genes 
play in the outcome of traits. Another critical factor is the envi-
ronment—the surroundings in which an organism exists. A vari-
ety of factors in an organism’s environment profoundly affect its 
morphological and physiological features. For example, a per-
son’s diet greatly influences many traits such as height, weight, 
and even intelligence. Likewise, the amount of sunlight a plant 
receives affects its growth rate and the color of its flowers. The 

FIGURE 1.8  Four garter snakes showing different morphs 
within a single species.
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term norm of reaction refers to the effects of environmental 
variation on an individual’s traits.
 External influences may dictate the way that genetic varia-
tion is manifested in an individual. An interesting example is the 
human genetic disease phenylketonuria (PKU). Humans possess 
a gene that encodes an enzyme known as phenylalanine hydroxy-
lase. Most people have two functional copies of this gene. People 
with one or two functional copies of the gene can eat foods con-
taining the amino acid phenylalanine and metabolize it properly.
 A rare variation in the sequence of the phenylalanine 
hydroxylase gene results in a nonfunctional version of this pro-
tein. Individuals with two copies of this rare, inactive allele can-
not metabolize phenylalanine. This occurs in about 1 in 8,000 
births among Caucasians in the United States. When given a 
standard diet containing phenylalanine, individuals with this 
disorder are unable to break down this amino acid. Phenylala-
nine accumulates and is converted into phenylketones, which 
are detected in the urine. PKU individuals manifest a variety of 
detrimental traits, including mental retardation, underdeveloped 

teeth, and foul-smelling urine. In contrast, when PKU individuals 
are identified at birth and raised on a restricted diet that is low in 
phenylalanine, they develop normally (Figure 1.10). Fortunately, 
through routine newborn screening, most affected babies in the 
United States are now diagnosed and treated early. PKU provides 
a dramatic example of how the environment and an individual’s 
genes can interact to influence the traits of the organism.

During Reproduction, Genes Are Passed 
from Parent to Offspring
Now that we have considered how genes and the environment 
govern the outcome of traits, we can turn to the issue of inheri-
tance. A centrally important matter in genetics is the manner in 
which traits are passed from parents to offspring. The foundation 
for our understanding of inheritance came from the studies of 
Gregor Mendel in the nineteenth century. His work revealed that 
genetic determinants, which we now call genes, are passed from 
parent to offspring as discrete units. We can predict the outcome 
of genetic crosses based on Mendel’s laws of inheritance.
 The inheritance patterns identified by Mendel can be 
explained by the existence of chromosomes and their behavior 
during cell division. As in Mendel’s pea plants, sexually repro-
ducing species are commonly diploid. This means they contain 
two copies of each chromosome, one from each parent. The two 

F IGUR E 1 .9  Examples of chromosome variation. (a) A person 
with Down syndrome competing in the Special Olympics. This person 
has 47 chromosomes rather than the common number of 46, because 
she has an extra copy of chromosome 21. (b) A wheat plant. Bread 
wheat is derived from the contributions of three related species with 
two sets of chromosomes each, producing an organism with six sets of 
chromosomes. 

FIGURE 1.10  Environmental influence on the outcome of 
PKU within a single family. All three children pictured here have 
inherited the alleles that cause PKU. The child in the middle was raised 
on a phenylalanine-free diet and developed normally. The other two 
children were born before the benefits of a phenylalanine-free diet 
were known and were raised on diets that contained phenylalanine. 
Therefore, they manifest a variety of symptoms, including mental 
retardation. People born today with this disorder are usually diagnosed 
when infants. (Photo from the March of Dimes Birth Defects Foundation.)
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copies are called homologues of each other. Because genes are 
located within chromosomes, diploid organisms have two cop-
ies of most genes. Humans, for example, have 46 chromosomes, 
which are found in homologous pairs (Figure 1.11a). With the 
exception of the sex chromosomes (namely, X and Y), each 
homologous pair contains the same kinds of genes. For exam-
ple, both copies of human chromosome 12 carry the gene that 
encodes phenylalanine hydroxylase, which was discussed previ-
ously. Therefore, an individual has two copies of this gene. The 
two copies may or may not be identical alleles.
 Most cells of the human body that are not directly involved 
in sexual reproduction contain 46 chromosomes. These cells are 
called somatic cells. In contrast, the gametes—sperm and egg 
cells—contain half that number and are termed haploid (Figure 
1.11b). The union of gametes during fertilization restores the dip-
loid number of chromosomes. The primary advantage of sexual 
reproduction is that it enhances genetic variation. For example, a 
tall person with blue eyes and a short person with brown eyes may 
have short offspring with blue eyes or tall offspring with brown 
eyes. Therefore, sexual reproduction can result in new combina-
tions of two or more traits that differ from those of either parent.

The Genetic Composition of a Species Evolves 
over the Course of Many Generations
As we have just seen, sexual reproduction has the potential to 
enhance genetic variation. This can be an advantage for a pop-
ulation of individuals as they struggle to survive and compete 
within their natural environment. The term biological evolution 

refers to the phenomenon that the genetic makeup of a popula-
tion can change over the course of many generations.
 As suggested by Charles Darwin, the members of a spe-
cies are in competition with each other for essential resources. 
Random genetic changes (i.e., mutations) occasionally occur 
within an individual’s genes, and sometimes these changes lead 
to a modification of traits that promote reproductive success. 
For example, over the course of many generations, random gene 
mutations have lengthened the neck of the giraffe, enabling it to 
feed on leaves that are high in the trees. When a mutation creates 
a new allele that is beneficial, the allele may become prevalent in 
future generations because the individuals carrying the allele are 
more likely to reproduce and pass the beneficial allele to their 
offspring. This process is known as natural selection. In this way, 
a species becomes better adapted to its environment.
 Over a long period of time, the accumulation of many 
genetic changes leads to rather striking modifications in a species’ 
characteristics. As an example, Figure 1.12 depicts the evolution 
of the modern-day horse. A variety of morphological changes 
occurred, including an increase in size, fewer toes, and modified 
jaw structure. 

1.2 FIELDS OF GENETICS
Genetics is a broad discipline encompassing molecular, cellular, 
organism, and population biology. Many scientists who are inter-
ested in genetics have been trained in supporting disciplines such 
as biochemistry, biophysics, cell biology, mathematics, microbi-

(a) Chromosomal composition found
     in most female human cells
     (46 chromosomes)

(b) Chromosomal composition found in
     a human gamete (23 chromosomes)
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X
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F IGU RE 1 .1 1  The complement of human chromosomes in somatic cells and gametes. (a) A schematic drawing of the 46 chromosomes of 
a human. With the exception of the sex chromosomes, these are always found in homologous pairs. (b) The chromosomal composition of a gamete, 
which contains only 23 chromosomes, one from each pair. This gamete contains an X chromosome. Half of the gametes from human males would 
contain a Y chromosome instead of the X chromosome.
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FIGURE 1.12  The evolutionary 
changes that led to the modern horse, Equus. 
Three important morphological changes that 
occurred were larger size, fewer toes, and a shift 
toward a jaw structure suited for grazing.

ology, population biology, ecology, agriculture, and medicine. 
Experimentally, geneticists often focus their efforts on model 
organisms—organisms studied by many different researchers so 
they can compare their results and determine scientific principles 
that apply more broadly to other species. Figure 1.13 shows some 
common examples, including Escherichia coli (a bacterium), Sac-
charomyces cerevisiae (a yeast), Drosophila melanogaster (fruit fly), 
Caenorhabditis elegans (a nematode worm), Danio rerio (zebra-
fish), Mus musculus (mouse), and Arabidopsis thaliana (a flower-
ing plant). By limiting their work to a few such model organisms, 
researchers can more easily unravel the genetic composition of a 
given species. Furthermore, the genes found in model organisms 
often function in a similar way to those found in humans. 

 The study of genetics has been traditionally divided into 
three areas: transmission, molecular, and population genetics, 
although overlap is found among these three fields. In this sec-
tion, we will examine the general questions that scientists in these 
areas are attempting to answer. 

Transmission Genetics Explores the Inheritance 
Patterns of Traits as They Are Passed from Parents 
to Offspring
A scientist working in the field of transmission genetics examines 
the relationship between the transmission of genes from parent to 
offspring and the outcome of the offspring’s traits. For example, 
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12 C H A P T E R  1  : :  OVERVIEW OF GENETICS

how can two brown-eyed parents produce a blue-eyed child? Or 
why do tall parents tend to produce tall children, but not always? 
Our modern understanding of transmission genetics began with 
the studies of Gregor Mendel. His work provided the conceptual 
framework for transmission genetics. In particular, he originated 
the idea that genetic determinants, which we now call genes, are 
passed as discrete units from parents to offspring via sperm and 
egg cells. Since these pioneering studies of the 1860s, our knowl-
edge of genetic transmission has greatly increased. Many patterns 
of genetic transmission are more complex than the simple Men-
delian patterns that are described in Chapter 2. The additional 
complexities of transmission genetics are examined in Chapters 3 
through 8.
 Experimentally, the fundamental approach of a transmis-
sion geneticist is the genetic cross. A genetic cross involves breed-
ding two selected individuals and the subsequent analysis of their 
offspring in an attempt to understand how traits are passed from 

parents to offspring. In the case of experimental organisms, the 
researcher chooses two parents with particular traits and then 
categorizes the offspring according to the traits they possess. In 
many cases, this analysis is quantitative in nature. For example, 
an experimenter may cross two tall pea plants and obtain 100 
offspring that fall into two categories: 75 tall and 25 dwarf. As we 
will see in Chapter 2, the ratio of tall and dwarf offspring pro-
vides important information concerning the inheritance pattern 
of this trait.
 Throughout Chapters 2 to 8, we will learn how researchers 
seek to answer many fundamental questions concerning the pas-
sage of traits from parents to offspring. Some of these questions 
are as follows:

What are the common patterns of inheritance for genes? 
Chapters 2–4

(a) Escherichia coli (b) Saccharomyces cerevisiae (c) Drosophila melanogaster

(d) Caenorhabditis elegans (e) Danio rerio (f) Mus musculus

(g) Arabidopsis thaliana

0.3 μm

133 μm

7 μm

FIGURE 1.13  Examples of model organisms studied by geneticists. (a) Escherichia coli (a bacterium), 
(b) Saccharomyces cerevisiae (a yeast), (c) Drosophila melanogaster (fruit fly), (d) Caenorhabditis elegans (a 
nematode worm), (e) Danio rerio (zebrafish), (f) Mus musculus (mouse), and (g) Arabidopsis thaliana (a flowering 
plant).
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When two or more genes are located on the same 
chromosome, how does this affect the pattern of inheritance? 
Chapters 5, 6

Are there unusual patterns of inheritance that cannot be 
explained by the simple transmission of genes located on 
chromosomes in the cell nucleus? Chapter 7

How do variations in chromosome structure or chromosome 
number occur, and how are they transmitted from parents to 
offspring? Chapter 8

Molecular Genetics Is Focused on a Biochemical 
Understanding of the Hereditary Material
The goal of molecular genetics, as the name of the field implies, 
is to understand how the genetic material works at the molecular 
level. In other words, molecular geneticists want to understand 
the molecular features of DNA and how these features underlie 
the expression of genes. The experiments of molecular geneticists 
are usually conducted within the confines of a laboratory. Their 
efforts frequently progress to a detailed analysis of DNA, RNA, 
and/or protein, using a variety of techniques that are described 
throughout Parts III, IV, and V of this book.
 Molecular geneticists often study mutant genes that have 
abnormal function. This is called a genetic approach to the 
study of a research question. In many cases, researchers analyze 
the effects of gene mutations that eliminate the function of a 
gene. This type of mutation is called a loss-of-function muta-
tion, and the resulting gene is called a loss-of-function allele. By 
studying the effects of such mutations, the role of the functional, 
nonmutant gene is often revealed. For example, let’s suppose that 
a particular plant species produces purple flowers. If a loss-of-
function mutation within a given gene causes a plant to produce 
white flowers, one would suspect the role of the functional gene 
involves the production of purple pigmentation.
 Studies within molecular genetics interface with other disci-
plines such as biochemistry, biophysics, and cell biology. In addi-
tion, advances within molecular genetics have shed considerable 
light on the areas of transmission and population genetics. Our 
quest to understand molecular genetics has spawned a variety of 
modern molecular technologies and computer-based approaches. 
Furthurmore, discoveries within molecular genetics have had wide-
spread applications in agriculture, medicine, and biotechnology.
 Some general questions within the field of molecular genet-
ics are the following:

What are the molecular structures of DNA and RNA? 
Chapters 9, 18

What is the composition and conformation of chromosomes? 
Chapters 10, 20

How is the genetic material copied? Chapter 11

How are genes expressed at the molecular level? Chapters 
12, 13, 18, 19, 21

How is gene expression regulated so that it occurs under 
the appropriate conditions and in the appropriate cell type? 
Chapters 14, 15, 18, 23

What is the molecular nature of mutations? How are 
mutations repaired? Chapter 16

How does the genetic material become rearranged at the 
molecular level? Chapter 17

What is the underlying relationship between genes and 
genetic diseases? Chapter 22

How do genes govern the development of multicellular 
organisms? Chapter 23

Population Genetics Is Concerned 
with Genetic Variation and Its Role in Evolution
The foundations of population genetics arose during the first 
few decades of the twentieth century. Although many scientists 
of this era did not accept the findings of Mendel and/or Darwin, 
the theories of population genetics provided a compelling way 
to connect the two viewpoints. Mendel’s work and that of many 
succeeding geneticists gave insight into the nature of genes and 
how they are transmitted from parents to offspring. The work 
of Darwin provided a natural explanation for the various types 
of characteristics observed among the members of a species. To 
relate these two phenomena, population geneticists have devel-
oped mathematical theories to explain the prevalence of certain 
forms of genes within populations of individuals. The work of 
population geneticists helps us understand how the forces of 
nature have produced and favored the existence of individuals 
that carry particular genes.
 Population geneticists are particularly interested in genetic 
variation and how that variation is related to an organism’s 
environment. In this field, the prevalence of alleles within a 
population is of central importance. Some general questions in 
population genetics are the following:

Why are two or more different alleles of a gene maintained 
in a population? Chapter 24

What factors alter the prevalence of alleles within a 
population? Chapter 24

What are the contributions of genetics and environment in 
the outcome of a trait? Chapter 25

How do genetics and the environment influence quantitative 
traits, such as size and weight? Chapter 25

What factors have the most impact on the process of 
evolution? Chapter 26

How does evolution occur at the molecular level? Chapter 26

Genetics Is an Experimental Science
Science is a way of knowing about our natural world. The science 
of genetics allows us to understand how the expression of our 
genes produces the traits that we possess. Researchers typically fol-
low two general types of scientific approaches—hypothesis testing 
and discovery-based science. In hypothesis testing, also called 
the scientific method, scientists follow a series of steps to reach 
verifiable conclusions about the world in which we live. Although 
scientists arrive at their theories in different ways, the scientific 

 1.2 FIELDS OF GENETICS 13
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method provides a way to validate (or invalidate) a particular 
hypothesis. Alternatively, research may also involve the collec-
tion of data without a preconceived hypothesis. For example, 
researchers might analyze the genes found in cancer cells to iden-
tify those genes that have become mutant. In this case, the sci-
entists may not have a hypothesis about which particular genes 
may be involved. The collection and analysis of data without the 
need for a preconceived hypothesis is called discovery-based 
science or, simply, discovery science.
 In traditional science textbooks, the emphasis often lies on 
the product of science. Namely, many textbooks are aimed pri-
marily at teaching the student about the observations that sci-
entists have made and the theories that they have proposed to 
explain these observations. Along the way, the student is provided 
with many bits and pieces of experimental techniques and data. 
Likewise, this textbook also provides you with many observations 
and theories. However, it attempts to go one step further. Each of 
the following chapters contains one or two experiments that have 
been “dissected” into five individual components to help you to 
understand the entire scientific process:

 1. Background information is provided so that you may 
appreciate what previous observations were known prior 
to conducting the experiment.

 2. Most experiments involve hypothesis testing. In those 
cases, the figure states the hypothesis that the scientists 
were trying to test. In other words, what scientific question 
was the researcher trying to answer?

 3. Next, the figure follows the experimental steps the scientist 
took to test the hypothesis. The steps necessary to carry 
out the experiment are listed in the order they were 
conducted. The figure contains two parallel illustrations 

labeled Experimental Level and Conceptual Level. The 
illustration shown in the Experimental Level helps you 
to understand the techniques that were followed. The 
Conceptual Level helps you to understand what is actually 
happening at each step in the procedure.

 4. The raw data for each experiment are then presented.
 5. Last, an interpretation of the data is offered within the text.

 The rationale behind this approach is that it enables you to 
see the experimental process from beginning to end. Hopefully, 
you will find this a more interesting and rewarding way to learn 
about genetics. As you read through the chapters, the experi-
ments will help you to see the relationship between science and 
scientific theories.
 As a student of genetics, you will be given the opportu-
nity to involve your mind in the experimental process. As you 
are reading an experiment, you may find yourself thinking about 
different approaches and alternative hypotheses. Different people 
can view the same data and arrive at very different conclusions. 
As you progress through the experiments in this book, you will 
enjoy genetics far more if you try to develop your own skills at 
formulating hypotheses, designing experiments, and interpreting 
data. Also, some of the questions in the problem sets are aimed 
at refining these skills.
 Finally, it is worthwhile to point out that science is a social 
discipline. As you develop your skills at scrutinizing experiments, 
it is fun to discuss your ideas with other people, including fel-
low students and faculty members. Keep in mind that you do not 
need to “know all the answers” before you enter into a scientific 
discussion. Instead, it is more rewarding to view science as an 
ongoing and never-ending dialogue.

P R O B L E M  S E T S  &  I N S I G H T S

P R O B L E M  S E T S  &  I N S I G H T S

Solved Problems
S1.  A human gene called the CF gene (for cystic fibrosis) encodes a 

protein that functions in the transport of chloride ions across the 
cell membrane. Most people have two copies of a functional CF 
gene and do not have cystic fibrosis. However, a mutant version 
of the cystic fibrosis gene is found in some people. If a person 
has two mutant copies of the gene, he or she develops the disease 
known as cystic fibrosis. Are the following examples a description 
of genetics at the molecular, cellular, organism, or population level?

 A. People with cystic fibrosis have lung problems due to a buildup 
of mucus in their lungs.

 B. The mutant CF gene encodes a defective chloride transporter.

 C. A defect in the chloride transporter causes a salt imbalance in 
lung cells.

 D. Scientists have wondered why the mutant cystic fibrosis gene 
is relatively common. In fact, it is the most common mutant 
gene that causes a severe disease in Caucasians. Usually, mutant 
genes that cause severe diseases are relatively rare. One possible 
explanation why the CF gene is so common is that people who 
have one copy of the functional CF gene and one copy of the 
mutant gene may be more resistant to diarrheal diseases such 

as cholera. Therefore, even though individuals with two mutant 
copies are very sick, people with one mutant copy and one 
functional copy might have a survival advantage over people with 
two functional copies of the gene.

Answer:

 A. Organism. This is a description of a trait at the level of an entire 
individual.

 B. Molecular. This is a description of a gene and the protein it 
encodes.

 C. Cellular. This is a description of how protein function affects 
the cell.

 D. Population. This is a possible explanation why two versions of 
the gene occur within a population.

S2.  Explain the relationship between the following pairs of terms:

 A. RNA and DNA

 B. RNA and transcription

 C. Gene expression and trait

 D. Mutation and allele
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Answer:

 A. DNA is the genetic material. DNA is used to make RNA. RNA 
is then used to specify a sequence of amino acids within a 
polypeptide.

 B. Transcription is a process in which RNA is made using DNA as 
a template.

 C. Genes are expressed at the molecular level to produce functional 
proteins. The functioning of proteins within living cells 
ultimately affects an organism’s traits.

 D. Alleles are alternative forms of the same gene. For example, a 
particular human gene affects eye color. The gene can exist as a 
blue allele or a brown allele. The difference between these two 
alleles is caused by a mutation. Perhaps the brown allele was 

the first eye color allele in the human population. Within some 
ancestral person, however, a mutation may have occurred in the 
eye color gene that converted the brown allele to the blue allele. 
Now the human population has both the brown allele and the 
blue allele.

S3.  How are genes passed from generation to generation?

Answer: When a diploid individual makes haploid cells for sexual 
reproduction, the cells contain half the number of chromosomes. When 
two haploid cells (e.g., sperm and egg) combine with each other, a 
zygote is formed that begins the life of a new individual. This zygote has 
inherited half of its chromosomes and, therefore, half of its genes from 
each parent. This is how genes are passed from parents to offspring.

Conceptual Questions
C1. Pick any example of a genetic technology and describe how it has 

directly impacted your life.

C2. At the molecular level, what is a gene? Where are genes located?

C3. Most genes encode proteins. Explain how the structure and 
function of proteins produce an organism’s traits.

C4. Briefly explain how gene expression occurs at the molecular level.

C5. A human gene called the β-globin gene encodes a polypeptide 
that functions as a subunit of the protein known as hemoglobin. 
Hemoglobin is found within red blood cells; it carries oxygen. 
In human populations, the β-globin gene can be found as the 
common allele called the HbA allele, but it can also be found as 
the rare HbS allele. Individuals who have two copies of the HbS 
allele have the disease called sickle-cell disease. Are the following 
examples a description of genetics at the molecular, cellular, 
organism, or population level?

 A. The HbS allele encodes a polypeptide that functions slightly 
differently from the polypeptide encoded by the HbA allele.

 B. If an individual has two copies of the HbS allele, that person’s 
red blood cells form a sickle shape.

 C. Individuals who have two copies of the HbA allele do not have 
sickle-cell disease, but they are not resistant to malaria. People 
who have one HbA allele and one HbS allele do not have sickle-
cell disease, and they are resistant to malaria. People who have 
two copies of the HbS allele have sickle-cell anemia, and this 
disease may significantly shorten their lives.

 D. Individuals with sickle-cell disease have anemia because their 
red blood cells are easily destroyed by the body.

C6. What is meant by the term genetic variation? Give two examples of 
genetic variation not discussed in Chapter 1. What causes genetic 
variation at the molecular level?

C7. What is the cause of Down syndrome?

C8. Your textbook describes how the trait of phenylketonuria (PKU) 
is greatly influenced by the environment. Pick a trait in your 
favorite plant and explain how genetics and environment may play 
important roles.

C9. What is meant by the term diploid? Which cells of the human 
body are diploid, and which cells are not?

C10. What is a DNA sequence?

C11. What is the genetic code?

C12. Explain the relationships between the following pairs of genetic 
terms:

 A. Gene and trait

 B. Gene and chromosome

 C. Allele and gene

 D. DNA sequence and amino acid sequence

C13. With regard to biological evolution, which of the following 
statements is not correct? Explain why.

 A. During its lifetime, an animal evolves to become better adapted 
to its environment.

 B. The process of biological evolution has produced species that 
are better adapted to their environments.

 C. When an animal is better adapted to its environment, the 
process of natural selection makes it more likely for that animal 
to reproduce.

C14. What are the primary interests of researchers working in the 
following fields of genetics?

 A. Transmission genetics

 B. Molecular genetics

 C. Population genetics

Experimental Questions
E1.  What is a genetic cross?

E2.  The technique known as DNA sequencing (described in 
Chapter 18) enables researchers to determine the DNA sequence 
of genes. Would this technique be used primarily by transmission 
geneticists, molecular geneticists, or population geneticists?

E3.  Figure 1.5 shows a micrograph of chromosomes from a normal 
human cell. If you performed this type of experiment using cells 
from a person with Down syndrome, what would you expect to 
see?

 EXPERIMENTAL QUESTIONS 15
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16 C H A P T E R  1  : :  OVERVIEW OF GENETICS

E4.  Many organisms are studied by geneticists. Of the following 
species, do you think it would be more likely for them to be 
studied by a transmission geneticist, a molecular geneticist, or a 
population geneticist? Explain your answer. Note: More than one 
answer may be possible.

 A. Dogs

 B. E. coli

 C. Fruit flies

 D. Leopards

 E. Corn

E5.  Pick any trait you like in any species of wild plant or animal. The 
trait must somehow vary among different members of the species. 
For example, some butterflies have dark wings and others have 
light wings (see Figure 1.7).

 A. Discuss all of the background information that you already have 
(from personal observations) regarding this trait.

 B. Propose a hypothesis that would explain the genetic variation 
within the species. For example, in the case of the butterflies, 
your hypothesis might be that the dark butterflies survive 
better in dark forests, while the light butterflies survive better in 
lighter fields.

 C. Describe the experimental steps you would follow to test your 
hypothesis.

 D. Describe the possible data you might collect.

 E. Interpret your data.

Note: When picking a trait to answer this question, do not pick the trait 
of wing color in butterflies.

Note: All answers appear at the website for this textbook; the answers to 
even-numbered questions are in the back of the textbook.

www.mhhe.com/brookergenetics3e
Visit the Online Learning Center for practice tests, answer keys, and other learning aids for this chapter. Enhance your understanding of genetics with 
our interactive exercises, quizzes, animations, and much more.
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P A R T  I I 
Patterns of Inheritance

2.1 Mendel’s Laws of Inheritance

2.2 Probability and Statistics

C H A P T E R  O U T L I N E

2MENDELIAN 
INHERITANCE

An appreciation for the concept of heredity can be traced far back in 

human history. Hippocrates, a famous Greek physician, was the first person to 

provide an explanation for hereditary traits (ca. 400 B.C.E.). He suggested that 

“seeds” are produced by all parts of the body, which are then collected and 

transmitted to the offspring at the time of conception. Furthermore, he hypoth-

esized that these seeds cause certain traits of the offspring to resemble those of 

the parents. This idea, known as pangenesis, was the first attempt to explain the 

transmission of hereditary traits from generation to generation.

 For the next 2,000 years, the ideas of Hippocrates were accepted by some 

and rejected by many. After the invention of the microscope in the late seven-

teenth century, some people observed sperm and thought they could see a tiny 

creature inside, which they termed a homunculus (little man). This homunculus 

was hypothesized to be a miniature human waiting to develop within the womb 

of its mother. Those who held that thought, known as spermists, suggested that 

only the father was responsible for creating future generations and that any 

resemblance between mother and offspring was due to influences “within the 

womb.” During the same time, an opposite school of thought also developed. 

According to the ovists, the egg was solely responsible for human characteristics. 

The only role of the sperm was to stimulate the egg onto its path of develop-

ment. Of course, neither of these ideas was correct.

 The first systematic studies of genetic crosses were carried out by Joseph 

Kölreuter from 1761 to 1766. In crosses between different strains of tobacco 

plants, he found that the offspring were usually intermediate in appearance 

between the two parents. This led Kölreuter to conclude that both parents make 

equal genetic contributions to their offspring. Furthermore, his observations 

were consistent with blending inheritance. According to this view, the factors 

that dictate hereditary traits can blend together from generation to generation. 

The blended traits would then be passed to the next generation. The popular 

view before the 1860s, which combined the notions of pangenesis and blending 

inheritance, was that hereditary traits were rather malleable and could change 

and blend over the course of one or two generations. However, the pioneering 

work of Gregor Mendel would prove instrumental in refuting this viewpoint.

 In Chapter 2, we will first examine the outcome of Mendel’s crosses in 

pea plants. We begin our inquiry into genetics here because the inheritance pat-

terns observed in peas are fundamentally related to inheritance patterns found 

in other eukaryotic species such as humans, mice, fruit flies, and corn. We will 

The garden pea, studied by Mendel.
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18 C H A P T E R  2  : :  MENDELIAN INHERITANCE

discover how Mendel’s insights into the patterns of inheritance 
in pea plants revealed some simple rules that govern the process 
of inheritance. In Chapters 3 through 8, we will explore more 
complex patterns of inheritance and also consider the role that 
the chromosomes play as the carriers of the genetic material. 
 In the second part of this chapter, we will become familiar 
with general concepts in probability and statistics. How are sta-
tistical methods useful? First, probability calculations allow us to 
predict the outcomes of simple genetic crosses, as well as the out-
comes of more complicated crosses described in later chapters. 
In addition, we will learn how to use statistics to test the validity 
of genetic hypotheses that attempt to explain the inheritance pat-
terns of traits.

2.1 MENDEL’S LAWS 
OF INHERITANCE
Gregor Johann Mendel, born in 1822, is now remembered as the 
father of genetics (Figure 2.1). He grew up on a small farm in 
Hyncice (formerly Heinzendorf) in northern Moravia, which 
was then a part of Austria and is now a part of the Czech Repub-
lic. As a young boy, he worked with his father grafting trees to 
improve the family orchard. Undoubtedly, his success at grafting 
taught him that precision and attention to detail are important 
elements of success. These qualities would later be important in 
his experiments as an adult scientist. Instead of farming, how-
ever, Mendel was accepted into the Augustinian monastery of 
St. Thomas, completed his studies for the priesthood, and was 
ordained in 1847. Soon after becoming a priest, Mendel worked 
for a short time as a substitute teacher. To continue that role, he 
needed to obtain a teaching license from the government. Sur-
prisingly, he failed the licensing exam due to poor answers in 
the areas of physics and natural history. Therefore, Mendel then 
enrolled at the University of Vienna to expand his knowledge in 
these two areas. Mendel’s training in physics and mathematics 
taught him to perceive the world as an orderly place, governed 
by natural laws. In his studies, Mendel learned that these natural 
laws could be stated as simple mathematical relationships.
 In 1856, Mendel began his historic studies on pea plants. 
For eight years, he grew and crossed thousands of pea plants on a 
small 115- by 23-foot plot. He kept meticulously accurate records 
that included quantitative data concerning the outcome of his 
crosses. He published his work, entitled “Experiments on Plant 
Hybrids,” in 1866. This paper was largely ignored by scientists at 
that time, possibly because of its title or because it was published 
in a rather obscure journal (The Proceedings of the Brünn Society 
of Natural History). Another reason his work went unrecognized 
could be tied to a lack of understanding of chromosomes and 
their transmission, a topic we will discuss in Chapter 3. Never-
theless, Mendel’s groundbreaking work allowed him to propose 
the natural laws that now provide a framework for our under-
standing of genetics.
 Prior to his death in 1884, Mendel reflected, “My scien-
tific work has brought me a great deal of satisfaction and I am 
convinced that it will be appreciated before long by the whole 

world.” Sixteen years later, in 1900, the work of Mendel was inde-
pendently rediscovered by three biologists with an interest in 
plant genetics: Hugo de Vries of Holland, Carl Correns of Ger-
many, and Erich von Tschermak of Austria. Within a few years, 
the impact of Mendel’s studies was felt around the world. In this 
section, we will examine Mendel’s experiments and consider their 
monumental significance in the field of genetics.

Mendel Chose Pea Plants 
as His Experimental Organism
Mendel’s study of genetics grew out of his interest in ornamental 
flowers. Prior to his work with pea plants, many plant breeders 
had conducted experiments aimed at obtaining flowers with new 
varieties of colors. When two distinct individuals with different 
characteristics are mated or crossed to each other, this is called 
a hybridization experiment, and the offspring are referred to as 
hybrids. For example, a hybridization experiment could involve 
a cross between a purple-flowered plant and a white-flowered 
plant. Mendel was particularly intrigued, in such experiments, 
by the consistency with which offspring of subsequent genera-
tions showed characteristics of one or the other parent. His intel-
lectual foundation in physics and the natural sciences led him 

FIGURE 2.1  Gregor Johann Mendel, the father of genetics.

ˇ
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to consider that this regularity might be rooted in natural laws 
that could be expressed mathematically. To uncover these laws, 
he realized that he would need to carry out quantitative experi-
ments in which the numbers of offspring carrying certain traits 
were carefully recorded and analyzed.
 Mendel chose the garden pea, Pisum sativum, to inves-
tigate the natural laws that govern plant hybrids. The mor-
phological features of this plant are shown in Figure 2.2a and 
b. Several properties of this species were particularly advan-
tageous for studying plant hybridization. First, the species 

was available in several varieties that had decisively different 
physical characteristics. Many strains of the garden pea were 
available that varied in the appearance of their height, flowers, 
seeds, and pods. 
 A second important issue is the ease of making crosses. 
In flowering plants, reproduction occurs by a pollination event 
(Figure 2.2c). Male gametes (sperm) are produced within pollen 
grains formed in the anthers, while the female gametes (eggs) 
are contained within ovules that form in the ovaries. For fer-
tilization to occur, a pollen grain lands on the stigma, which 

Sepal

(a) Structure of a pea flower

(b) A flowering pea plant

Stigma

Anther

Keel

Ovary

Style

Petals

Ovule

F IGUR E 2 .2  Flower structure and pollination in pea plants. (a) 
The pea flower can produce both pollen and egg cells. The pollen grains are 
produced within the anthers, and the egg cells are produced within the ovules 
that are contained within the ovary. A modified petal called a keel encloses the 
anthers and ovaries. (b) Photograph of a flowering pea plant. (c) A pollen grain 
must first land on the stigma. After this occurs, the pollen sends out a long 
tube through which two sperm cells travel toward an ovule to reach an egg cell. 
The fusion between a sperm and an egg cell results in fertilization and creates 
a zygote. A second sperm fuses with a central cell containing two polar nuclei 
to create the endosperm. The endosperm provides a nutritive material for the 
developing embryo. (c) Pollination and fertilization in angiosperms

Pollen
grain

Pollen
tube

Ovary

Central 
cell with
2 polar
nuclei
(each 1n)

Stigma

Style

Ovule (containing
embryo sac)

Endosperm
nucleus (3n)

Zygote (2n)

Egg (1n)

Two sperm (each 1n)

Micropyle

Pollen tube grows into 
micropyle. 
One sperm unites with the 
egg, and the other sperm  
unites with the 2 polar 
nuclei.
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20 C H A P T E R  2  : :  MENDELIAN INHERITANCE

stimulates the growth of a pollen tube. This enables sperm cells 
to enter the stigma and migrate toward an ovule. Fertilization 
occurs when a sperm enters the micropyle, an opening in the 
ovule wall, and fuses with an egg cell. The term gamete is used 
to describe haploid reproductive cells that can unite to form a 
zygote. It should be emphasized, however, that the process that 
produces gametes in animals is quite different from the way that 
gametes are produced in plants and fungi. These processes are 
described in greater detail in Chapter 3.
 In some experiments, Mendel wanted to carry out self-
fertilization, which means that the pollen and egg are derived 
from the same plant. In peas, a modified petal known as the 
keel covers the reproductive structures of the plant. Because 
of this covering, pea plants naturally reproduce by self-
fertilization. In fact, pollination occurs even before the flower 
opens. In other experiments, however, Mendel wanted to make 
crosses between different plants. How did he accomplish this 
goal? Fortunately, pea plants contain relatively large flowers 
that are easy to manipulate, making it possible to make crosses 
between two particular plants and study their outcomes. This 
process, known as cross-fertilization, requires that the pollen 
from one plant be placed on the stigma of another plant. This 
procedure is shown in Figure 2.3. Mendel was able to pry open 
immature flowers and remove the anthers before they produced 
pollen. Therefore, these flowers could not self-fertilize. He would 
then obtain pollen from another plant by gently touching its 
mature anthers with a paintbrush. Mendel applied this pollen to 
the stigma of the flower that already had its anthers removed. In 
this way, he was able to cross-fertilize his pea plants and thereby 
obtain any type of hybrid he wanted.

Mendel Studied Seven Traits That Bred True
When he initiated his studies, Mendel obtained several varieties 
of peas that were considered to be distinct. These plants were 
different with regard to many morphological characteristics. 
Such characteristics of an organism are called characters, or 
traits. Over the course of two years, Mendel tested the strains 
to determine if their characteristics bred true. This means that 
a trait did not vary in appearance from generation to genera-
tion. For example, if the seeds from a pea plant were yellow, 
the next generation would also produce yellow seeds. Likewise, 
if these offspring were allowed to self-fertilize, all of their off-
spring would also produce yellow seeds, and so on. A variety 
that continues to produce the same characteristic after several 
generations of self-fertilization is called a true-breeding line, 
or strain.
 Mendel next concentrated his efforts on the analysis of 
characteristics that were clearly distinguishable between differ-
ent true-breeding lines. Figure 2.4 illustrates the seven traits that 

Remove anthers
from purple flower.

Anthers

Transfer pollen
from anthers of
white flower to
the stigma of a 
purple flower.

Cross-pollinated flower
produces seeds.

Plant the seeds.

White

Purple
Parental 
generation

First-
generation
offspring

FIGURE 2.3  How Mendel cross-fertilized two different pea 
plants. This illustration depicts a cross between a plant with purple 
flowers and another plant with white flowers. The offspring from this 
cross are the result of pollination of the purple flower using pollen 
from a white flower.

Mendel eventually chose to follow in his breeding experiments. 
All seven were found in two variants. The term variant refers to a 
particular trait that may be found in two or more versions within 
a single species. For example, one trait he followed was height, 
which was found in two variants—tall and dwarf plants.  Mendel 
studied this trait by crossing the variants to each other. A cross 
in which an experimenter is observing only one trait is called a 
single-factor cross, also called a monohybrid cross. When the 
two parents are different variants for a given trait, this type of 
cross produces single-trait hybrids, also known as monohybrids. 
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Mendel Followed the Outcome of a Single Trait 
for Two Generations
Prior to conducting his studies, Mendel did not already have a 
hypothesis to explain the formation of hybrids. However, his 
educational background caused him to realize that a quantitative 
analysis of crosses may uncover mathematical relationships that 
would otherwise be mysterious. His experiments were designed 
to determine the relationships that govern hereditary traits. This 
rationale is called an empirical approach. Laws that are deduced 
from an empirical approach are known as empirical laws. 
 Mendel’s experimental procedure is shown in Figure 2.5. 
He began with true-breeding plants that differed with regard to a 
single trait. These are termed the parental generation, or P gen-

E X P E R I M E N T  2 A

eration. When the true-breeding parents were crossed to each 
other, this is called a P cross, and the offspring constitute the F1 
generation, for first filial generation. As seen in the data, all plants 
of the F1 generation showed the phenotype of one parent but not 
the other. This prompted Mendel to follow the transmission of 
this trait for one additional generation. To do so, the plants of the 
F1 generation were allowed to self-fertilize to produce a second 
generation called the F2 generation, for second filial generation.

T H E  G O A L

Mendel speculated that the inheritance pattern for a single trait 
may follow quantitative natural laws. The goal of this experiment 
was to uncover such laws. 

■
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Experimental level

P plants

Tall Dwarf

Conceptual level

x

x

TT ttFor each of seven traits, Mendel 
cross-fertilized two different true-
breeding lines. Keep in mind that 
each cross involved two plants that 
differed in regard to only one of the 
seven traits studied. The illustration 
at the right shows one cross between a 
tall and dwarf plant. This is called a P 
(parental) cross.

1.

A C H I E V I N G  T H E  G O A L  —  F I G U R E  2 . 5  Mendel’s analysis of single-factor crosses.

Starting material: Mendel began his experiments with true-breeding pea plants that varied with regard to only one of seven different 
traits (see Figure 2.4).

■

TRAIT VARIANTS

Flower color

Purple White

Flower position

Axial Terminal

Height

Tall Dwarf

TRAIT VARIANTS

Seed color
Yellow Green

Seed shape
Round Wrinkled

Pod shape

Smooth Constricted

Pod color

YellowGreen

FIGURE 2.4  An illustration of the seven traits that Mendel studied. Each trait 
was found as two variants that were decisively different from each other.

(continued)
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T H E  D A T A

P Cross F1 Generation F2 Generation Ratio

Tall ×  All tall  787 tall, 
dwarf stem   277 dwarf 2.84:1
Purple ×  All purple  705 purple, 
white flowers   224 white 3.15:1
Axial ×  All axial  651 axial, 
terminal flowers   207 terminal 3.14:1
Yellow × All yellow  6,022 yellow, 
green seeds   2,001 green 3.01:1
Round ×  All round  5,474 round, 
wrinkled seeds   1,850 wrinkled 2.96:1
Green ×  All green  428 green, 
yellow pods   152 yellow 2.82:1
Smooth ×  All smooth  882 smooth, 
constricted pods   299 constricted 2.95:1
Total All dominant 14,949 dominant, 
   5,010 recessive 2.98:1

I N T E R P R E T I N G  T H E  D A T A

The data shown in Figure 2.5 are the results of producing an F1 
generation via cross-fertilization, and an F2 generation via self-
fertilization of the F1 monohybrids. A quantitative analysis of 
these data allowed Mendel to propose three important ideas:

■

■

 1.  Mendel’s data argued strongly against a blending mechanism 
of heredity. In all seven cases, the F1 generation displayed 
characteristics that were distinctly like one of the two parents 
rather than traits intermediate in character. Using genetic 
terms that Mendel originated and are still used today, his 
first proposal was that the variant for one trait is dominant 
over another variant. For example, the variant of green pods 
is dominant to that of yellow pods. The term recessive is 
used to describe a variant that is masked by the presence of 
a dominant trait but reappears in subsequent generations. 
Yellow pods and dwarf stems are examples of recessive 
variants. They can also be referred to as recessive traits.

 2.  When a true-breeding plant with a dominant trait 
was crossed to a true-breeding plant with a recessive 
trait, the dominant trait was always observed in the F1 
generation. In the F2 generation, some offspring displayed 
the dominant characteristic, while a smaller proportion 
showed the recessive trait. However, none of the offspring 
exhibited intermediate traits. How did Mendel explain this 
observation? Because the recessive trait appeared in the 
F2 generation, he formed a second proposal—the genetic 
determinants of traits are passed along as “unit factors” from 
generation to generation. His data were consistent with a 
particulate theory of inheritance, in which the genes that 
govern traits are inherited as discrete units that remain 

F1 seeds

Self-
fertilization

All
tall

Self-
fertilization

F1 plants

F2 seeds

F2 plants

TT 2 Tt

All Tt

Tt

tt

Note:  The P 
cross produces 
seeds that are 
part of the F1 
generation.

Collect many seeds. The following 
spring, plant the seeds and allow the 
plants to grow. These are the plants of 
the F1 generation.

2.

Allow the F1 generation plants to self-
fertilize. This produces seeds that are 
part of the F2 generation.

3.

Collect the seeds and plant them the 
following spring to obtain the F2 
generation plants.

4.

Analyze the characteristics found 
in each generation. Tall Tall TallDwarf

5.

+ +
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The 3:1 Phenotypic Ratio That Mendel Observed 
Is Consistent with the Segregation of Alleles, Now 
Known as Mendel’s Law of Segregation
Mendel’s research was aimed at understanding the laws that 
govern the inheritance of traits. At that time, scientists did not 
understand the molecular composition of the genetic material 
or its mode of transmission during gamete formation and fer-
tilization. We now know that the genetic material is composed 
of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), a component of chromosomes. 
Each chromosome contains hundreds or thousands of shorter 
segments that function as genes—a term that was originally 
coined by the Danish botanist Wilhelm Johannsen in 1909. A 
gene is defined as a “unit of heredity” that may influence the out-
come of an organism’s traits. Each of the seven traits that Mendel 
studied is influenced by a different gene.
 Most eukaryotic species, such as pea plants and humans, 
have their genetic material organized into pairs of chromosomes. 
For this reason, eukaryotes have two copies of most genes. These 
copies may be the same or they may differ. The term allele refers 
to different versions of the same gene. With this modern knowl-
edge, the results shown in Figure 2.5 are consistent with the idea 
that each parent transmits only one copy of each gene (i.e., one 
allele) to each offspring. Mendel’s law of segregation states that:

The two copies of a gene segregate (or separate) from 
each other during transmission from parent to offspring. 

Therefore, only one copy of each gene is found in a gamete. At 
fertilization, two gametes combine randomly, potentially produc-
ing different allelic combinations.
 Let’s use Mendel’s cross of tall and dwarf pea plants to 
illustrate how alleles are passed from parents to offspring (Fig-
ure 2.6). The letters T and t are used to represent the alleles of 
the gene that determines plant height. By convention, the upper-
case letter represents the dominant allele (T for tall height, in this 
case), and the recessive allele is represented by the same letter in 
lowercase (t, for dwarf height). For the P cross, both parents are 
true-breeding plants. Therefore, we know each has identical cop-
ies of the height gene. When an individual possesses two iden-
tical copies of a gene, the individual is said to be homozygous 
with respect to that gene. (The prefix homo means like, and the 
suffix zygo means pair.) In the P cross, the tall plant is homozy-
gous for the tall allele T, while the dwarf plant is homozygous 
for the dwarf allele t. The term genotype refers to the genetic 
composition of an individual. TT and tt are the genotypes of the 

P generation in this experiment. The term phenotype refers to 
an observable characteristic of an organism. In the P generation, 
half of the plants are phenotypically tall and half are dwarf.
 In contrast, the F1 generation is heterozygous, with the 
genotype Tt, because every individual carries one copy of the tall 
allele and one copy of the dwarf allele. A heterozygous individual 
carries different alleles of a gene. (The prefix hetero means dif-
ferent.) Although these plants are heterozygous, their phenotypes 
are tall because they have a copy of the dominant tall allele.
 The law of segregation predicts that the phenotypes of the 
F2 generation will be tall and dwarf in a ratio of 3:1 (see Figure 
2.6). Because the parents of the F2 generation are heterozygous, 
each parent can transmit either a T allele or a t allele to a par-
ticular offspring, but not both, because each gamete carries only 
one of the two alleles. Therefore, TT, Tt, and tt are the possible 
genotypes of the F2 generation (note that the genotype Tt is the 
same as tT). By randomly combining these alleles, the genotypes 
are produced in a 1:2:1 ratio. Because TT and Tt both produce 
tall phenotypes, a 3:1 phenotypic ratio is observed in the F2 

generation.

A Punnett Square Can Be Used 
to Predict the Outcome of Crosses
An easy way to predict the outcome of simple genetic crosses is 
to use a Punnett square, a method originally proposed by Regi-
nald Punnett. To construct a Punnett square, you must know 
the genotypes of the parents. With this information, the Punnett 
square enables you to predict the types of offspring the parents 
are expected to produce and in what proportions. We will follow 
a step-by-step description of the Punnett square approach using 
a cross of heterozygous tall plants as an example.

Step 1. Write down the genotypes of both parents. In this 
example, a heterozygous tall plant is crossed to another 
heterozygous tall plant. The plant providing the pollen is 
considered the male parent and the plant providing the 
eggs, the female parent.

  Male parent: Tt

  Female parent: Tt

Step 2. Write down the possible gametes that each parent can 
make. Remember that the law of segregation tells us that a 
gamete can contain only one copy of each gene.

  Male gametes: T or t

  Female gametes: T or t

unchanged as they are passed from parent to offspring. 
Mendel called them unit factors, but we now call them genes.

 3.  A third important interpretation of Mendel’s data is related 
to the proportions of offspring. When Mendel compared 
the numbers of dominant and recessive offspring in the 
F2 generation, he noticed a recurring pattern. Within 
experimental variation, he always observed approximately 
a 3:1 ratio between the dominant trait and the recessive 

trait. Mendel was the first scientist to apply this type 
of quantitative analysis in a biological experiment. As 
described next, this quantitative approach allowed him to 
make a third proposal—genes segregate from each other 
during the process that gives rise to gametes.

A self-help quiz involving this experiment can be found at 
the Online Learning Center.
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24 C H A P T E R  2  : :  MENDELIAN INHERITANCE

Step 3. Create an empty Punnett square. In the examples shown 
in this textbook, the number of columns equals the 
number of male gametes, and the number of rows equals 
the number of female gametes. Our example has two rows 
and two columns. Place the male gametes across the top of 
the Punnett square and the female gametes along the side.

PHENOTYPE

P generation TT tt

F1 generation

100% tall progeny (hybrids)

Cross-fertilization

Self-fertilization

75% tall 
progeny

25% dwarf 
progeny

F2 generation

Ratio: 3 1 1 2 1: : :

GENOTYPE

100%
Tt

(tall)

25%
TT

50%
Tt

25%
tt

(tall) (dwarf)

F I GU RE 2.6  Mendel’s law of segregation. This illustration shows a cross between a true-breeding tall plant and a true-
breeding dwarf plant and the subsequent segregation of the tall (T) and dwarf (t) alleles in the F1 and F2 generations.

Step 4. Fill in the possible genotypes of the offspring by combining 
the alleles of the gametes in the empty boxes.

Male gametes

F
em

al
e 

ga
m

et
es

T

T

t

t

Male gametes

F
em

al
e 

ga
m

et
es

T

T

t

t

TT Tt

Tt tt

Step 5. Determine the relative proportions of genotypes and 
phenotypes of the offspring. The genotypes are obtained 
directly from the Punnett square. They are contained 
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within the boxes that have been filled in. In this example, 
the genotypes are TT, Tt, and tt in a 1:2:1 ratio. To 
determine the phenotypes, you must know the dominant/
recessive relationship between the alleles. For plant 
height, we know that T (tall) is dominant to t (dwarf). 

The genotypes TT and Tt are tall, whereas the genotype 
tt is dwarf. Therefore, our Punnett square shows us that 
the ratio of phenotypes is 3:1, or 3 tall plants : 1 dwarf 
plant. Additional problems of this type are provided in the 
Solved Problems at the end of this chapter.

Mendel Also Analyzed Crosses 
Involving Two Different Traits
Though his experiments described in Figure 2.5 revealed impor-
tant ideas regarding hereditary laws, Mendel realized that addi-
tional insights might be uncovered if he conducted more com-
plicated experiments. In particular, he conducted crosses in 
which he simultaneously investigated the pattern of inheritance 
for two different traits. In other words, he carried out two-
factor crosses, also called dihybrid crosses, in which he followed 
the inheritance of two different traits within the same groups of 
individuals. For example, let’s consider an experiment in which 
one of the traits was seed shape, found in round or wrinkled 
variants; the second trait was seed color, which existed as yellow 
and green variants. In this dihybrid cross, Mendel followed the 
inheritance pattern for both traits simultaneously. 
 What results are possible from a dihybrid cross? One pos-
sibility is that the genetic determinants for two different traits are 
always linked to each other and inherited as a single unit (Figure 
2.7a).  If this were the case, the F1 offspring could produce only 
two types of gametes, RY and ry.  A second possibility is that they 
are not linked and can assort themselves independently into hap-

E X P E R I M E N T  2 B 

loid gametes (Figure 2.7b). According to independent assortment, 
an F1 offspring could produce four types of gametes, RY, Ry, rY, 
and ry. Keep in mind that the results of Figure 2.5 have already 
shown us that a gamete carries only one allele for each gene.
 The experimental protocol of one of Mendel’s two-
factor crosses is shown in Figure 2.8. He began with two differ-
ent strains of true-breeding pea plants that were different with 
regard to two traits. In this example, one plant was produced 
from seeds that were round and yellow; the other plant from 
seeds that were wrinkled and green. When these plants were 
crossed, the seeds, which contain the plant embryo, are consid-
ered part of the F1 generation. As expected, the data revealed that 
the F1 seeds displayed a phenotype of round and yellow. This was 
observed because round and yellow are dominant traits. It is the 
F2 generation that supports the independent assortment model 
and refutes the linkage model.  

T H E  H Y P O T H E S E S

The inheritance pattern for two different traits follows one or 
more quantitative natural laws. Two possible hypotheses are 
described in Figure 2.7. 

■

P generation

Haploid gametes

RRYY

RY x

rryy

RrYyF1 generation

Haploid gametes Haploid gametesRY ry

ry

1/2
1/2

RRYY

RY x

rryy

RrYy

ry

Ry ry1/4
1/4rYRY1/4

1/4

(a) HYPOTHESIS: Linked assortment (b) HYPOTHESIS: Independent assortment

F IGUR E 2 .7  Two hypotheses to explain how two different genes assort during gamete formation. (a) According to the linked hypothesis, 
the two genes always stay associated with each other. (b) In contrast, the independent assortment hypothesis proposes that the two different genes 
randomly segregate into haploid cells.
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26 C H A P T E R  2  : :  MENDELIAN INHERITANCE

T E S T I N G  T H E  H Y P O T H E S E S  —  F I G U R E  2 . 8  Mendel’s analysis of two-factor crosses.

Starting material: In this experiment, Mendel began with two types of true-breeding pea plants that were different with regard to two 
traits. One plant had round, yellow seeds (RRYY); the other plant had wrinkled, green seeds (rryy).

■

1. Cross the two true-breeding plants to 
each other. This produces F1 generation 
seeds.

2. Collect many seeds and record their 
phenotype.

3. F1 seeds are planted and grown, and the 
F1 plants are allowed to self-fertilize. 
This produces seeds that are part of the 
F2 generation.

4. Analyze the characteristics found in the 
F2 generation seeds.

Seeds are planted Gametes
formed

Conceptual levelExperimental level

RRYY

RRYY RRYy RrYY RrYy

RRYy RRyy RrYy Rryy

RrYY RrYy rrYY rrYy

RrYy Rryy rrYy rryy

xRY

rryy

All RrYy

RrYyRrYy

RrYy

RY

RY

Ry

rY

ry

Ry rY ry

R
rY

y

ry
Cross
pollination

F1 generation
seeds

F2 generation
seeds

True-breeding
round, yellow seed

True-breeding
wrinkled, green seed

x

T H E  D A T A

P cross F1 generation F2 generation

Round, yellow  All round, yellow 315 round, yellow seeds
× wrinkled,   108 round, green seeds
green seeds  101 wrinkled, yellow  
  seeds
   32 wrinkled, green seeds

■ I N T E R P R E T I N G  T H E  D A T A

The F2 generation had seeds that were round and green and 
seeds that were wrinkled and yellow. These two categories of 
F2 seeds are called nonparentals because these combinations of 
traits were not found in the true-breeding plants of the parental 
generation. The occurrence of nonparental variants contradicts the 
linkage model. According to the linkage model, the R and Y vari-
ants should be linked together and so should the r and y variants. 

■
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If this were the case, the F1 plants could  produce gametes that are 
only RY or ry. These would combine to produce RRYY (round, 
yellow), RrYy (round, yellow), or rryy (wrinkled, green) in a 1:2:1 
ratio. Nonparental seeds could not be produced. However, Men-
del did not obtain this result. Instead, he observed a phenotypic 
ratio of 9:3:3:1 in the F2 generation.
 Mendel’s results from many dihybrid experiments rejected 
the hypothesis of linked assortment and, instead, supported the 
hypothesis that different traits assort themselves independently 
during reproduction. Using the modern notion of genes, Men-
del’s law of independent assortment states:

Two different genes will randomly assort their alleles 
during the formation of haploid cells.

In other words, the allele for one gene will be found within a 
resulting gamete independently of whether the allele for a differ-
ent gene is found in the same gamete. Using the example given 
in Figure 2.8, the round and wrinkled alleles will be assorted into 
haploid gametes independently of the yellow and green alleles. 
Therefore, a heterozygous RrYy parent can produce four different 
gametes—RY, Ry, rY, and ry—in equal proportions.
 In an F1 self-fertilization experiment, any two gametes can 
combine randomly during fertilization. This allows for 42, or 16, 
possible offspring, although some offspring will be genetically 
identical to each other. As shown in Figure 2.9, these 16 possible 
combinations result in seeds with the following phenotypes: 9 
round, yellow; 3 round, green; 3 wrinkled, yellow; and 1 wrin-
kled, green. This 9:3:3:1 ratio is the expected outcome when a 
dihybrid is allowed to self-fertilize. Mendel was clever enough 

to realize that the data for his dihybrid experiments were close 
to a 9:3:3:1 ratio. In Figure 2.8, for example, his F1 generation 
produced F2 seeds with the following characteristics: 315 round, 
yellow seeds; 108 round, green seeds; 101 wrinkled, yellow seeds; 
and 32 wrinkled, green seeds. If we divide each of these num-
bers by 32 (the number of plants with wrinkled, green seeds), the 
phenotypic ratio of the F2 generation is 9.8:3.2:3.4:1.0. Within 
experimental error, Mendel’s data approximated the predicted 
9:3:3:1 ratio for the F2 generation.
 The law of independent assortment held true for all seven 
traits that Mendel studied in pea plants. However, in other cases, 
the inheritance pattern of two different genes is consistent with 
the linkage model described earlier in Figure 2.7a. In Chapter 5, 
we will examine the inheritance of genes that are linked to each 
other because they are physically within the same chromosome. 
As we will see, linked genes do not assort independently. 
 An important consequence of the law of independent 
assortment is that a single individual can produce a vast array 
of genetically different gametes. As mentioned in Chapter 1, dip-
loid species have pairs of homologous chromosomes, which may 
differ with respect to the alleles they carry. When an offspring 
receives a combination of alleles that differs from those in the 
parental generation, this phenomenon is termed genetic recom-
bination. One mechanism that accounts for genetic recombina-
tion is independent assortment. A second mechanism, discussed 
in Chapter 5, is crossing over, which can reassort alleles that hap-
pen to be linked along the same chromosome. 
 The phenomenon of independent assortment is rooted in 
the random pattern by which the homologues assort themselves 

Four possible male
gametes:

Four possible female
gametes:

By randomly combining male and female gametes, 16 combinations are possible.
RRYY RRYy

1 RRYY  :   2 RRYy   :   4 RrYy   :   2 RrYY  :   1 RRyy   :   2 Rryy   :   1 rrYY   :   2 rrYy   :   1 rryyTotals:

Phenotypes:

RRYy RRyy Rryy RryyRrYY RrYy RrYy RrYyRrYY rrYY rrYy rrYy rryyRrYy

RY rY ryRy

RY rY ryRy

9 round, 
yellow seeds

3 round, 
green seeds

3 wrinkled,
yellow seeds

1 wrinkled,
green seed

F IGURE 2.9  Mendel’s law of independent assortment.
GenesgTraits The cross is between two parents that are heterozygous for seed shape and seed color (RrYy × RrYy). Four types of male gametes are possible: 
RY, Ry, rY, and ry. Likewise, four types of female gametes are possible: RY, Ry, rY, and ry. These four types of gametes are the result of the independent 

assortment of the seed shape and seed color alleles relative to each other. During fertilization, any one of the four types of male gametes can combine with any one of the four 
types of female gametes. This results in 16 types of offspring, each one containing two copies of the seed shape gene and two copies of the seed color gene.
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28 C H A P T E R  2  : :  MENDELIAN INHERITANCE

A Punnett Square Can Also Be Used 
to Solve Independent Assortment Problems
As already depicted in Figure 2.8, we can use a Punnett square 
to predict the outcome of crosses involving two or more genes 
that assort independently.  Let’s see how such a Punnett square is 
made by considering a cross between two plants that are hetero-
zygous for height and seed color (Figure 2.10). This cross is TtYy 
× TtYy. When we construct a Punnett square for this cross, we 
must keep in mind that each gamete has a single allele for each 
of two genes. In this example, the four possible gametes from 
each parent are

TY, Ty, tY, and ty

In this dihybrid experiment, we need to make a Punnett square 
containing 16 boxes. The phenotypes of the resulting offspring 
are predicted to occur in a ratio of 9:3:3:1.
 In crosses involving three or more genes, the construction 
of a single large Punnett square to predict the outcome of crosses 
becomes very unwieldy. For example, in a trihybrid cross between 

during the process of meiosis, a topic addressed in Chapter 3. If 
a species contains a large number of homologous chromosomes, 
this creates the potential for an enormous amount of genetic 
diversity. For example, human cells contain 23 pairs of homolo-
gous chromosomes. These pairs can randomly assort into gametes 
during meiosis. The number of different gametes an individual 
can make equals 2n, where n is the number of pairs of chromo-
somes. Therefore, humans can make 223, or over 8 million, pos-

sible gametes, due to independent assortment. The capacity to 
make so many genetically different gametes enables a species to 
produce individuals with many different combinations of traits. 
This allows environmental forces to select for those combinations 
of traits that favor reproductive success.

A self-help quiz involving this experiment can be found at 
the Online Learning Center.

TY

ty

Ty tY ty

Tall, yellow Tall, green   Dwarf, yellow Dwarf, green

TtYy Ttyy ttYy ttyy

two pea plants that are Tt Rr Yy, each parent can make 23, or 
8, possible gametes. Therefore, the Punnett square must contain 
8 × 8 � 64 boxes. As a more reasonable alternative, we can con-
sider each gene separately and then algebraically combine them 
by multiplying together the expected outcomes for each gene. 
Two such methods, termed the multiplication method and the 
forked-line method, are shown in solved problem S3 at the end 
of this chapter.
 Independent assortment is also revealed by a dihybrid test-
cross. In this type of experiment, dihybrid individuals are mated 
to individuals that are doubly homozygous recessive for the two 
traits. For example, individuals with a TtYy genotype could be 
crossed to ttyy plants. As shown here, independent assortment 
would predict a 1:1:1:1 ratio among the resulting offspring.

Cross: TtYy  x TtYy

TY

TY

Ty

Ty

tY

tY

ty

ty

Tall, yellow Tall, yellow

9 tall
plants with

yellow seeds

3 tall
plants with

green seeds

3 dwarf
plants with

yellow seeds

1 dwarf
plant with

green seeds

Tall, yellow Tall, yellow

Tall, yellow Tall, green Tall, yellow Tall, green

Tall, yellow Tall, yellow   Dwarf, yellow Dwarf, yellow

Tall, yellow Tall, green  Dwarf, yellow Dwarf, green

TTYY TTYy TtYY TtYy

TTYy TTyy TtYy Ttyy

TtYY TtYy ttYY ttYy

TtYy Ttyy ttYy ttyy

Genotypes:

Phenotypes:

1 TTYY  :  2 TTYy  :  4 TtYy  :  2 TtYY  :  1 TTyy  :  2 Ttyy  :  1 ttYY  :  2 ttYy  :  1 ttyy

F IGU RE 2 .1 0  A Punnett square for a dihybrid cross. The Punnett square shown here involves a cross between two pea plants that are 
heterozygous for height and seed color. The cross is TtYy × TtYy. 
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Modern Geneticists Are Often Interested 
in the Relationship Between the Molecular 
Expression of Genes and the Outcome of Traits
Mendel’s work with pea plants was critically important because 
his laws of inheritance pertain to all eukaryotic organisms, such 
as fruit flies, corn, roundworms, mice, and humans, that transmit 
their genes through sexual reproduction. During the past several 
decades, many researchers have focused their attention on the 
relationship between the phenotypic appearance of traits and the 
molecular expression of genes. This theme will recur throughout 
the textbook (and we will draw attention to it by designating cer-
tain figure legends with a “Genes g Traits” label). As mentioned 
in Chapter 1, most genes encode proteins that function within liv-
ing cells. The specific function of individual proteins affects the 
outcome of an individual’s traits. A genetic approach can help us 
understand the relationship between a protein’s function and its 
effect on phenotype. Most commonly, a geneticist will try to iden-
tify an individual that has a defective copy of a gene to see how that 
will affect the phenotype of the organism. These defective genes are 
called loss-of-function alleles, and they provide geneticists with a 
great amount of information. Unknowingly, Gregor Mendel had 
studied seven loss-of-function alleles among his strains of plants. 
The recessive characteristics in his pea plants were due to genes that 
had been rendered defective by a mutation. Such alleles are often 
inherited in a recessive manner, though this is not always the case. 
 How are loss-of-function alleles informative? In many 
cases, such alleles provide critical clues concerning the purpose 
of the protein’s function within the organism. For example, we 
expect the gene affecting flower color (purple versus white) to 
encode a protein that is necessary for pigment production. This 
protein may function as an enzyme that is necessary for the syn-
thesis of purple pigment. Furthermore, a reasonable guess is 
that the white allele is a loss-of-function allele that is unable to 
express this protein and therefore cannot make the purple pig-
ment. To confirm this idea, a biochemist could analyze the pet-
als from purple and white flowers and try to identify the protein 
that is defective or missing in the white petals but functionally 
active in the purple ones. The identification and characterization 
of this protein would provide a molecular explanation for this 
phenotypic characteristic.

Pedigree Analysis Can Be Used to Follow 
the Mendelian Inheritance of Traits in Humans
Before we end our discussion of simple Mendelian traits, let’s 
address the question of how we can analyze inheritance patterns 
among humans. In his experiments, Mendel selectively made 
crosses and then analyzed a large number of offspring. When 
studying human traits, however, researchers cannot control 
parental crosses. Instead, they must rely on the information that 
is contained within family trees. This type of approach, known as 
a pedigree analysis, is aimed at determining the type of inheri-
tance pattern that a gene will follow. Although this method may 
be less definitive than the results described in Mendel’s experi-
ments, a pedigree analysis can often provide important clues 
concerning the pattern of inheritance of traits within human 
families. An expanded discussion of human pedigrees is provided 

in Chapter 22, which concerns the inheritance patterns of many 
different human diseases.
 In order to discuss the applications of pedigree analyses, 
we need to understand the organization and symbols of a pedi-
gree (Figure 2.11). The oldest generation is at the top of the ped-
igree, and the most recent generation is at the bottom. Vertical 

Female

Male

Sex unknown or not 
specified

Miscarriage

Deceased individual

Unaffected individual

Affected individual

Presumed heterozygote 
(the dot notation indicates 
sex-linked traits)

Consanguineous mating
(between related individuals)

Fraternal (dizygotic) twins

Identical (monozygotic) twins

I -1 I -2

II -4 II -5II -1 II -2 II -3

III -3III -1 III -2 III -6 III -7III -4 III -5

(a) Human pedigree showing cystic fibrosis

(b) Symbols used in a human pedigree

FIGURE 2.11  Pedigree analysis. (a) A family pedigree in which 
some of the members are affected with cystic fibrosis. Individuals I - 1, I - 2, 
II - 4, and II - 5 are depicted as presumed heterozygotes because they produce 
affected offspring. (b) The symbols used in a pedigree analysis.  Note: In 
pedigrees shown in this textbook, such as those found in the problem sets, 
the heterozygotes are not shown as half-filled symbols. Most pedigrees 
throughout the book show individuals’ phenotypes—open symbols are 
unaffected individuals and filled (closed) symbols are affected individuals. 
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lines connect each succeeding generation. A man (square) and 
woman (circle) who produce one or more offspring are directly 
connected by a horizontal line. A vertical line connects parents 
with their offspring. If parents produce two or more offspring, 
the group of siblings (brothers and sisters) is denoted by two or 
more individuals projecting from the same horizontal line.
 When a pedigree involves the transmission of a human 
trait or disease, affected individuals are depicted by filled sym-
bols (in this case, black) that distinguish them from unaffected 
individuals. Each generation is given a roman numeral designa-
tion, and individuals within the same generation are numbered 
from left to right. A few examples of the genetic relationships in 
Figure 2.11a are described here:

Individuals I - 1 and I - 2 are the grandparents of III-1, 
III - 2, III - 3, III - 4, III - 5, III - 6, and III - 7

Individuals III - 1, III - 2, and III - 3 are brother and sisters

Individual III - 4 is affected by a genetic disease

The symbols shown in Figure 2.11 depict certain individuals, such 
as I - 1, I - 2, II - 4, and II - 5, as presumed heterozygotes because 
they are unaffected with a disease but produce homozygous off-
spring that are affected with a recessive genetic disease. However, 
in many pedigrees, such as those found in the problem sets at the 
end of the chapter, the inheritance pattern may not be known, so 
the symbols reflect only phenotypes. In most pedigrees, affected 
individuals are shown with closed symbols, and unaffected indi-
viduals, including those that might be heterozygous for a reces-
sive disease, are depicted with open symbols. 
 Pedigree analysis is commonly used to determine the inheri-
tance pattern of human genetic diseases. Human geneticists are rou-
tinely interested in knowing whether a genetic disease is inherited 
as a recessive or dominant trait. One way to discern the dominant/
recessive relationship between two alleles is by a pedigree analysis. 
Genes that play a role in disease may exist as a normal allele or a 
mutant allele that causes disease symptoms. If the disease follows a 
simple Mendelian pattern of inheritance and is caused by a reces-
sive allele, an individual must inherit two copies of the mutant allele 
to exhibit the disease. Therefore, a recessive pattern of inheritance 
makes two important predictions. First, two heterozygous normal 
individuals will, on average, have 1/4 of their offspring affected. 
Second, all offspring of two affected individuals will be affected. 
Alternatively, a dominant trait predicts that affected individuals will 
have inherited the gene from at least one affected parent (unless a 
new mutation has occurred during gamete formation).
 The pedigree in Figure 2.11a concerns a human genetic dis-
ease known as cystic fibrosis (CF). Among Caucasians, approxi-
mately 3% of the population are heterozygous carriers of this 
recessive allele. In homozygotes, the disease symptoms include 
abnormalities of the pancreas, intestine, sweat glands, and lungs. 
These abnormalities are caused by an imbalance of ions across 
the plasma membrane. In the lungs, this leads to a buildup of 
thick, sticky mucus. Respiratory problems may lead to early 
death, although modern treatments have greatly increased the 
life span of CF patients. In the late 1980s, the gene for CF was 
identified. The CF gene encodes a protein called the cystic fibro-
sis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR). This protein 

regulates the ion balance across the cell membrane in tissues of 
the pancreas, intestine, sweat glands, and lungs. The mutant allele 
causing CF alters the encoded CFTR protein. The altered CFTR 
protein is not correctly inserted into the plasma membrane, 
resulting in a decreased function that causes the ionic imbalance. 
As seen in the pedigree, the pattern of affected and unaffected 
individuals is consistent with a recessive mode of inheritance. Two 
unaffected individuals can produce an affected offspring. Although 
not shown in this pedigree, a recessive mode of inheritance is also 
characterized by the observation that two affected individuals will 
produce 100% affected offspring. However, for human genetic dis-
eases that limit survival and/or fertility, there may never be cases 
where two affected individuals produce offspring.

2.2 PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS
A powerful application of Mendel’s work is that the laws of 
inheritance can be used to predict the outcome of genetic crosses. 
In agriculture, for example, plant and animal breeders are con-
cerned with the types of offspring their crosses will produce. This 
information is used to produce commercially important crops 
and livestock. In addition, people are often interested in predict-
ing the characteristics of the children they may have. This may 
be particularly important to individuals who carry alleles that 
cause inherited diseases. Of course, we cannot see into the future 
and definitively predict what will happen. Nevertheless, genetic 
counselors can help couples to predict the likelihood of having 
an affected child. This probability is one factor that may influ-
ence a couple’s decision whether to have children.
 In this section, we will see how probability calculations 
are used in genetic problems to predict the outcome of crosses. 
To compute probability, we will use three mathematical opera-
tions known as the sum rule, the product rule, and the binomial 
expansion equation. These methods allow us to determine the 
probability that a cross between two individuals will produce 
a particular outcome. To apply these operations, we must have 
some knowledge regarding the genotypes of the parents and the 
pattern of inheritance of a given trait.
 Probability calculations can also be used in hypothesis test-
ing. In many situations, a researcher would like to discern the 
genotypes and patterns of inheritance for traits that are not yet 
understood. A traditional approach to this problem is to conduct 
crosses and then analyze their outcomes. The proportions of off-
spring may provide important clues that allow the experimenter 
to propose a hypothesis, based on the quantitative laws of inheri-
tance, that explains the transmission of the trait from parent to 
offspring. Statistical methods, such as the chi square test, can 
then be used to evaluate how well the observed data from crosses 
fit the expected data. We will end this chapter with an example 
that applies the chi square test to a genetic cross.

Probability Is the Likelihood That 
an Event Will Occur
The chance that an event will occur in the future is called the 
event’s probability. For example, if you flip a coin, the probability 
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is 0.50, or 50%, that the head side will be showing when the coin 
lands. Probability depends on the number of possible outcomes. 
In this case, two possible outcomes (heads or tails) are equally 
likely. This allows us to predict a 50% chance that a coin flip will 
produce heads. The general formula for probability (P) is

Probability 5
Number of times an event occurs

Total number of events

          Pheads � 1 heads / (1 heads + 1 tails) � 1/2 � 50%

 In genetic problems, we are often interested in the prob-
ability that a particular type of offspring will be produced. Recall 
that when two heterozygous tall pea plants (Tt) are crossed, the 
phenotypic ratio of the offspring is 3 tall:1 dwarf. This informa-
tion can be used to calculate the probability for either type of 
offspring.

Probability 5
Number of individuals with a given phenotype

Total number of individuals

     Ptall � 3 tall / (3 tall + 1 dwarf) � 3/4 � 75%

          Pdwarf � 1 dwarf / (3 tall + 1 dwarf) � 1/4 � 25%

 The probability is 75% of obtaining a tall plant and 25% 
of obtaining a dwarf plant. When we add together the probabili-
ties of all the possible outcomes (tall and dwarf), we should get a 
sum of 100% (here, 75% + 25% � 100%).
 A probability calculation allows us to predict the likeli-
hood that an event will occur in the future. The accuracy of this 
prediction, however, depends to a great extent on the size of the 
sample. For example, if we toss a coin six times, our probabil-
ity prediction would suggest that 50% of the time we should get 
heads (i.e., three heads and three tails). In this small sample size, 
however, we would not be too surprised if we came up with four 
heads and two tails. Each time we toss a coin, there is a random 
chance that it will be heads or tails. The deviation between the 
observed and expected outcomes is called the random sam-
pling error. In a small sample, the error between the predicted 
percentage of heads and the actual percentage observed may be 
quite large. By comparison, if we flipped a coin 1,000 times, the 
percentage of heads would be fairly close to the predicted 50% 
value. In a larger sample, we expect the random sampling error 
to be a much smaller percentage.

The Sum Rule Can Be Used to Predict the 
Occurrence of Mutually Exclusive Events
Now that we have an understanding of probability, we can see 
how mathematical operations using probability values allow us 
to predict the outcome of genetic crosses. Our first genetic prob-
lem involves the use of the sum rule, which states that the prob-
ability that one of two or more mutually exclusive events will occur 
is equal to the sum of the individual probabilities of the events. As 
an example, let’s consider a cross between two mice that are both 
heterozygous for genes affecting the ears and tail. One gene can 
be found as an allele designated de, which is a recessive allele that 

causes droopy ears; the normal allele is De. An allele of a second 
gene causes a crinkly tail. This crinkly tail allele (ct) is recessive to 
the normal allele (Ct). If a cross is made between two heterozy-
gous mice (Dede Ctct), the predicted ratio of offspring is 9 with 
normal ears and normal tails, 3 with normal ears and crinkly 
tails, 3 with droopy ears and normal tails, and 1 with droopy ears 
and a crinkly tail. These four phenotypes are mutually exclusive. 
For example, a mouse with droopy ears and a normal tail cannot 
have normal ears and a crinkly tail.
 The sum rule allows us to determine the probability that 
we will obtain any one of two or more different types of off-
spring. For example, in a cross between two heterozygotes (Dede 
Ctct × Dede Ctct), we can ask the following question: What is the 
probability that an offspring will have normal ears and a normal 
tail or have droopy ears and a crinkly tail? In other words, if we 
closed our eyes and picked an offspring out of a litter from this 
cross, what are the chances that we would be holding a mouse 
that has normal ears and a normal tail or a mouse with droopy 
ears and a crinkly tail? In this case, the investigator wants to pre-
dict whether one of two mutually exclusive events will occur. A 
strategy for solving such genetic problems using the sum rule is 
described here.

The Cross: Dede Ctct × Dede Ctct

The Question: What is the probability that an offspring will 
have normal ears and a normal tail or have droopy ears 
and a crinkly tail?

Step 1. Calculate the individual probabilities of each phenotype. 
This can be accomplished using a Punnett square.

  The probability of normal ears and a normal tail is 
9/(9 + 3 + 3 + 1) � 9/16

  The probability of droopy ears and a crinkly tail is 
1/(9 + 3 + 3 � 1) � 1/16

Step 2. Add together the individual probabilities.

 9/16 � 1/16 � 10/16

 This means that 10/16 is the probability that an offspring 
will have either normal ears and a normal tail or droopy ears and 
a crinkly tail. We can convert 10/16 to 0.625, which means that 
62.5% of the offspring are predicted to have normal ears and a 
normal tail or droopy ears and a crinkly tail.

The Product Rule Can Be Used to Predict 
the Probability of Independent Events
We can use probability to make predictions regarding the like-
lihood of two or more independent outcomes from a genetic 
cross. When we say that events are independent, we mean that 
the occurrence of one event does not affect the probability of 
another event. As an example, let’s consider a rare, recessive 
human trait known as congenital analgesia. Persons with this 
trait can distinguish between sharp and dull, and hot and cold, 
but do not perceive extremes of sensation as being painful. 
The first case of congenital analgesia, described in 1932, was a 
man who made his living entertaining the public as a “human 
pincushion.”
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